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Sir

t HFOUESTTO CONSIDER AMENDMENT AFTERL 55S5S ALLOWANCE AND AFTER PAYMENT OF

ISSUE FEE UNDER 37 CF.R. § 1312(A)

This amendment after the notice of allowance and payment of the issue

fee is submitted in response to the interviews on June 16*, July 1- and 15*1999

and per request of the Examiners of the PTO. Applicants respectfully request

that the following amendment be considered into the above<aptioned

application and the claims be permitted to issue
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II. REMARKS

A. Response to Obvious-Type Double Patenting

Allegation over Claims 9 & 12 of U.S. Pat No.

5,109,414

1. PTO Assertions in the Interview of July 15*

,

1999.

PTO generally asserts that claims 9 and 12 of US. Pat No. 5409,414

(hereafter, "the '414 patent") are patentably distinct from the invention defined

by Applicants' independent claims, i.e., 3 & 4 under the judicially created

doctrine of obvious-type double patenting.

Additionally, the Examiner of record stated that

1. the use of the entire patent '414 disclosure is applicable to

determine the scope of the patented claims applied to the instant application's

claims;

2. a combination of the claims in the '414 patent may used as basis for

a double patenting rejection of the claims in the instant; and

3. the "comprising" language in the instant application's claims

renders the claims obvious in light of the patent '414 claims.

2. Standard of Review for Obvious-Type

Double Patenting Rejection

Under the doctrine of double patenting, the PTO must determine whether

the invention defined by the application claims would have been obvious over

the subject matter defined by the claims of the '414 patent, in light of the prior

art. In re Longi, 225 USPQ 645, 648 (Fed. Or. 1985).

An obvious-type double patenting rejection is analogous to the

nonobviousness requirement of 35 U.S.C. 103 except that the patent principally

underlying the double patenting rejection is not considered prior art. In re
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Braithwite. 379 T2d 594, 154 USPQ 29 (CCPA 1967). Therefore, any analysis

employed in an obvious-type double patenting rejection parallels the guidelines

for analysis of a 35 U.S.C. 103 obviousness determination. In re Broat, 937 F.2d

589, 19 USPQ2d 1289 (Fed. Cir. 1991); In re Longi. 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645

(Fed. Cir. 1985). M.P.E.P. § 804 (II) B (1).

The factual inquiries set forth in Graham v. John Deere Co., 383 US. 1, 148

USPQ 459 (1966) that establish a background for deterrnining obviousness under

35 U.S.C. 103 are employed when making an obvious-type double patenting

analysis. These factual inquiries are summarized as follows:

(A) Determine the scope and content of the patent claim and the prior

art relative to the claim in the application at issue;

(B) Determine the differences between the scope and content of the

patent claim and the prior art as determined in (A) and the claim in the

application at issue;

(Q Determine the level of ordinary skill in the pertinent art; and

(D) Evaluate any objective indicia of nonobviousness. M.P.E.P. § 804

(II)B(V.

Given these standards for determination, Applicants fail to understand

why the Examiner concluded that the term "comprising" in the application claim

language could be used as basis for an obvious-type double patenting rejection

over the subject matter defined by claims of the '414 patent. This conclusion

failed to take into account any of the above factual inquiries in determining

obvious-type double patenting.
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3 Scope of AvailabUity of the Patent

Specification in Detenruning Obvious-Type

Double Patenting

When considering whether the invention denned in a claim of an

application is an obvious variation of the invention defined in the claim of a

patent, the disclosure of the patent may not be used as prior art. However, this

does not mean that the Examiner is precluded from the use of the patent

disclosure.

There are two specific instances in which the specification can be used to

determine the scope of the claim, (l.) In <WrrPiwg thf mining of « word in a

r
^m ^cp^fic.Honmavbeexarnineii. However, the words in a claim are

generally Mi limited in their meaning by what is shown in the disclosure. (2.) In

wherr «ir
"ill " * Mtow for the terms

Tr te «»» p,tmt U *r" ™v " ^"'tinr ftr OT« d

jfc,^ fc „ Vogel, 422 F.2d 438, 44M2, 164 USPQ 619, 622 (CCPA 1970).

The disclosure of the patent is only an aid in determining the scope of the

claim. Proper examination in the instant application must first determine what

portion of the '414 patent disclosure supports the invention of claims 9 & 12,

since only these portions may be considered in interprfring thf yope of the

Siajm, Once the scope of the claim is determined, then one must ask whether the

pending claim would have been an obvious variation over the patented claim in

view of the prior art, ntf the patented claim in view of the patent specification.

Examiner's assertion that the entire patent disclosure is applicable to

determine obviousness as applied to the instant application's claims is

unfounded and unlawful. The use of broad assertions in the patent specification

^ A* nn> .import ftf r""» '™WM at teSUe t0 detCrmine*vtou*1^
double patenting constitutes using the patent as prior art, which it is not in re

Vogel, supra.
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Additionally, there is no legal authority to combine patented claims in a

single application to determine obvious-type double patenting. As stated above,

the specification may be used to solely Hptfrminethf yppepf ftecJUmi ,
not

motivation for obvious-type double patenting rejections. Each of Applicants'

patented claims represent single inventions supported by at least one

embodiment in the specification of the patent Applicants' own patented

inventions cannot be used against him as prior art in determining obvious-type

double patenting since the patent disclosure may not be used as prior art In re

Boylan, 55 CCPA 1041, 392 F2d 1017, 157 USPQ 370 (1968), supra; In re Aldrich. 55

CCPA 1431, 398 F.2d 855, 158 USPQ 311 (1968).

4. Applicants' Analysis as to Why Obvious-

Type Double Patenting Rejection is Not

Proper in the Instant Case

a. Specification Support for Claims 9 &
12 of U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414.

Since MP.E.P. § 804 II (B) 1 states that one must first determine how

much of the patent disclosure pertains to the invention claimed in the patent

because only [t]his portion of the specification supports the patent claims and

may be considered, Applicants provide specification support for claims 9 and 12

of the '414 patent below to offer support in detennining an exemplary portion of

the patent disclosure pertaining to the invention claimed in the patent

Claim 9 of the '414 patent is generally directed to a multichannel

television distribution system in which a receiver/distributor means receives

television programming from a plurality of program sources and directs the

programming to a matrix switch means and a control signal detector means.

There is a matrix switch means for receiving the programming from the

receiver/distribution means and for directing selected portions of the received
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programming to a recording device operatively connected to a multichannel

television distribution means. A control signal detector means detects control

signals respecting the programming and transfers the control signals to a

storage/transfer means. The control signal detector means is configured to

detect the control signals in a predetermined frequency range or at

predetermined locations within the programming. A storage/transfer means

receives and stores the control signals and transfers at least a portion of the

control signals for further processing. A processor means controls the directing

functions of the matrix switch means and the transfer functions of the

age/transfer means in response to the control signals or on local command.
stor;

Claim 9 of U>S. Pat No. 5,109,414

9. In a multichannel television distribution

Specification Sup

Refer to Figs. 3A-C, as described from column

in \rr* 24 to column 12 line 67.
system.

a receiver/distributor means for receiving

television programmingfrom a plurality of

program sources and directing said

programming to

a matrix switch means and

a control signal detector means,

a matrix switch means for receiving said

programming from said receiver/distribution

means and for directing selected portions of

said received programming to a recording

device

operatively connected to a multichannel

television distribution means,

Distribution amplifiers 63-70.

Matrix switch 75.

Signal processor 71.

See column 11 line 44 to column 12 line 12.

Video recorder and players 76 fc 78.

Cable field distribution system 93.

a control signal detector means for detecting

control signals respecting said programming

and transferring said control signals

to a storage/transfer means,

said control signal detector means being

configured to detect said control signals in a

predetermined frequency range or at

^determined locations within said.

Signal processor 71.

Column 11 lines 3-11.

Cable program and controller 73.

See column 11 lines 3-11.
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progiamnunn, . __.——
a storage/tiansfet mean* for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

.1 ^ nf cairi control signals for
at least a portion oi sou*

further processing, and
:

Cable program and controller 73.

See column 11 lines 3-11.

a processor means for controlling the directing

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

m€ans in response to said control signals or on

Wal command.

Cable program and controller 73.

See column 11 line 44 to column 12 line 12.

Claim 12 of the '414 patent is generally directed to a multichannel

television distribution system in which a receiver/distribution means receives

television programming from a plurality of program sources and outputs the

programming to a matrix switch means and a control signal detector and

processor means. A matrix switch means receives the programming from the

plurality of receiver/distribution means and outputs selected portions of the

received programming to a multichannel television distribution means. A

control signal detector and processor means detects the control signal respecting

the programming and transfers the control signals to a storage/transfer means.

The control signal detector and processor means is configured to detect the

control signals in specified frequency ranges or at specified locations within the

programming. The control signal detector and processor means controls the

particular ranges and locations wherein the control signals are directed. A

storage/transfer means receives and stores the control signals and transfers at

least a portion of the control signals for further processing. A processor means

controls the output functions of the matrix switch means and the transfer

functions of the storage/transfer means in response to the control signals or on

local command.

Claim 12 of U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414

12. In a multichannel television distribution

system, .

Specification Sup

Refer to Figs. 3A-C, as described from column

in line 24 to column 12 line 67.
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a plurality of receiver/distribution means tor

receiving television programming from a

plurality of program sources and

outputting said programming to a matrix

switch means and

a control signal detector and processor

means.

Distribution amplifiers 63-70.

Matrix switch 75.

Signal processor 71.

Matrix switch 75.
Hiring/

:

—
a matrix switch means for receiving said

programming from

said plurality of receiver/distribution means

and for outputting selected portions of said

received programming to

Distribution amplifiers 63-70.

a multichannel television distribution means,

a control signal detector and processor means

Cable field distribution system 93.

Signal processor 71.

a CDJIDVl D*£*— *

for detecting control signal respecting said

programming and transferring said control

signals to a storage/transfer means, said

control signal detector and processor means

being configured to detect said control sgnals

in specified frequency ranges or at specified

locations within said programming, said

control signal detector and processor means

controlling the particular ranges and locations

wherein said control signals are detected,

a storage/transfer means for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

further orocessinc, and

See column 11 lines 3-11.

Cable program and controller 73.

See column 11 lines 3-11.

a processor means for controlling the output

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

means in response to said control signals or

local command.

Cable program and controller 73.

See column 11 line 44 to column 12 line 12.

b. Analysis of Claim 3 with Claim 9 of

U.S. Pat No. 5,109414.

(1) Claim Comparison Chart

"Oalm 9 of U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414

9. In a multichannel television distribution

system,

Claim 3

A method of communicating at least one unit

of programming in a communications network,

said communications network including at

least one ^mnarion station and a plurality of
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7receiver/distributor means for receiving

television programmingfrom a plurality of

program sources and directing said

programming to a matrix switch means and a

control signal detector means, a matrix switch

means for receiving said programming from

said receiver/distribution means and for

directing selected portions of said received

programming to a recording device

operatively connected to a multichannel

television distribution means,

a control signal detector means for detecting

control signals respecting said programming

and transferring said control signals to a

storage/transfer means, said control signal

detector means being configured to detect said

control signals in a predetermined frequency

range or at predetermined locations within

caid prop^mming,

intermediate transmission stations, each said

plurality of intermediate transmission stations

laving a receiver, at least one selective

transmission device operatively connected to

said receiver for transferring programming to a

transmitter, an automatic control unit

operatively connected to said selective

transmission device, a detector operatively

connected to said automatic control unit for

detecting at least one signal, and said

automatic control unit being programmed to

perform in a station specific fashion, said

method comprising the steps of:

transmitting from said at least one origination

station said at least one unit of programming,

said at least one unit of programming

including a plurality of retransmission control

signals;

sam ^AWn —m

a storageVtransfer means for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

further processing, and

a processor means for controlling the directing

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

transmitting said at least one signal for

comparison from said at least one origination

station;

said plurality of intermediate transmission

stations receiving said at least one unit of

programming, detecting said plurality of

retransmission control signals and receiving

said at least one signal for comparison, each

said plurality of intermediate transmission

stations passing said retransmission control

signals and said at least one signal for

comparison to said automatic control unit, each

said plurality of intermediate transmission

stations storing said at least one unit of

programming based on comparisons

performed by said automatic control unit in

accordance with said plurality of

retransmission control signals and

retransmitting said at least one unit of

programming in accordance with said plurality

of retransmission control signals; and

said plurality of intermediate transmission

stations retransmitting said at least one unit of

rogramming independently and at different

9
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(2) Patentable Distinctions of Claim

3 over Claim 9 of U.S. Pat No.

5409,414.

Claim 3 of the present application has as patentable distinctions over the

disclosure of claim 9 of the '414 patent

a method of co™™"™rarinE a»i"»«» ™*p unit of Programming il\ 3

^^^tions -r*™* .aid communication* netwprV induing at least pnc

statior ™* » F1"" 11* oHntermpdiate transmission Rations, each

polity ofii— transmission stations havjnf a reiver, at

'

„
]r^T ^nsmi^jn ^f™~ opprarivHv connected tP IffM TefflVCT for

i—,*,^ poBTTTTThr * ^nsmittPr an aromatic control unit operative^

rrH ^ said -ir«~ emission device a detector orft^vHy wntettri

r ..m a„*omaHr ™i^ far detecting at leaf* pne Hpin1 and said autpmatic
.

,dt being r
~rarnmpd to perform in a station specific fashion,

mPthod comprising the StePS oft

^cniHing from r
.M »* nnP origination statipn said at least one unit

,
Tr>OT.ammira

[
said at least one unit of proramminK including a pluralit

rp^ransmissjpp control signals;

rricrat1°^ station:

rnH pi^Ufy nf intermH f
»»f transmission stations receivinp said at least

^^ rro^amminr detectinP paid plurality of retransmission cpnt

rfr.i, anH rpreivirg -id «W one simal for comparispn each said pluraj

n( ^^rmPdiate tr-^r^"" ^tions nassine said retransmission control signals

c^d at Ipast ptt «iff»,1 for comparison to sajd automatic ronrrp) unit, each

iu
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..id plurality of T^pHiate transmission station? storing said at least pne unit

r>f progTarnjning based, P" comparisons performed bv said automatic control unit

in accordance ^ plurality "f retransmission control signal? and

.o^n.mirring caiH nt least on* unit of programmine in accordance with ?ajfl

plurality of retransmission control signals: and

caiM p|Vralitv of intermediate
transmission stations retransmitting said at

u>a <t one unit of programing independently and at different times m

arrprdance with said programmed automatic control unit,

(3) Reasons Patentable Distinctions

would not be Obvious to One
Having Ordinary Skill in the Ait

at the Time of the Invention.

Claim 3 of the present application claims a method pf cPTnmunicatmg at

i^act one unit of programming in a communications network There is no

teaching in the prior art nor any knowledge one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention would have possessed that would render claim 3 an

obvious variation over the invention denned by claim 9 of the '414 patent There

is simply no suggestion that the multichannel television distribution system as

disclosed in claim 9/12 performs, inter alia, transmitting from said at least pre

origination station said at le*«* ™p unit of programming,. .
. ;
said plurality pf

intprmpdiate transmission stations receiving said at least ong unit of

r
mrammino: -and said plurality of intermediate transmission stations,

readmitting «iH at least onP nf programming independently and at

the instant claim specifies. For this reason, inter alia, given the patentable

distinctions as outlined above, claim 3 of the present application is not obvious

over the invention defined by claim 9 of the '414 patent in light of the prior art.
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c Analysis of Claim 4 with Claim 9 of

U.S. Fat No. 5,1W,414,

(1) Claim Comparison Chart

Claim 9 of U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414 Claim 4

9. In a multichannel television distribution

system.

A method of communicating at least one unit

of programming in a communications network,

said communications network including at

least one origination station and a plurality of

intermediate transmission stations, each said

plurality of intermediate transmission stations

having a receiver, at least one selective

transmission device operatively connected to

said receiver for transferring programming to a

transmitter, an automatic control unit

operatively connected to said at least one

selective transmission device, a detector

operatively connected to said automatic control

unit for detecting at least one signal and said

automatic control unit being programmed to

perform in a station specific fashion,

comprising the steps of:

a receiver/distributor means for receiving

television prograirurungfrom a plurality of

program sources and directing said

programming to a matrix switch means and a

control signal detector means, a matrix switch

means for receiving said programming from

said receiver/distribution means and for

directing selected portions of said received

programming to a recording device

operatively connected to a multichannel

television distribution means,

(1) receiving said at least one unit of

programming, said at least one unit of

programming including a plurality of

retransmission control signals;

a control signal detector means for detecting

control signals respecting said programming

and transferring said control signals to a

storage/transfer means, said control signal

detector means being configured to detect said

control signals in a predetermined frequency

range or at predetermined locations within

said projn^mminR,

(2) receiving a control signal which

operates at said plurality ox mtermeoiaie

transmitter stations to communicate said at

least one unit of programming to said

transmitter; and

a storage/transfer means for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

further processing, and

(3) transmitting said at least one unit of

programming, wherein said at least one unit of

programming is effective to cause said

plurality of intermediate transmission stations

to retransmit said at least one unit of

programming independently and at different

times in accordance with said programmed

automatic control unit

a processor means for controlling the directing
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functions of said matrix switcn means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

means in response to said control signals or on

local command. —

(2) Patentable Distinctions of Claim

4 over Claim 9 of U.S. Pat No.

5,109,414.

Claim 4 of the present application has as patentable distinctions over the

disclosure of claim 9 of the '414 patent

_
a mrthnd of co™™"™™ring at i»»s* ™"» "rut of programming in a.

Ijmmnnir-f —tV ~" rnmmunications network including at lgagt on.fr

U^to i tirm -t-"~ ? r
1—^ "f intermediate transmission stations, each

^lunlitr ~f T<""»*» having a receiver, at least QW

colo^tive transmission de^c* "perativelv CQnnj

hinjr rrini;p-p—^ „ emitter an automatic control unit operative

~-n>H toMw ^ 1—» mP elective transmission device
,
a detector

Li^jxlHrrlT
^ m cid a„tomatir rontrol unit for detecting at least one.

^r ,i ,nd .aid a»» Hr rnntrol unit beinr programmed to perform in a static

cpoHfir fashion comprising the Stgpg oft

r
^;^

r
atwt one t-» prn^mminr said at least one unit of

p^mmhur inch^-g » polity of retransmission control signals;

Tr
-
T]

..n r
which operates at sajd plurality of intermediate

^-.t«ht st.tions tf
™t»"«"*» ~« ,t least one unit of proframmmg tO

caiH transmitter: and

tnrrmi-n fT
" 1oa«* ™» "™f of^amming- wherein ffatf at least

j» nf program^ H *°™™ ™« HvralitY °f

13
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independently and at different times in accordance with said programmed

automatic control unit

(3) Reasons Patentable Distinctions

would not be Obvious to One
Having Ordinary Skill in the Art

at the Time of the Invention*

Claim 4 of the present application claims a method of communicating at

1pa«;t one unit of programming in a communications network. There is no

teaching in the prior art nor any knowledge one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention would have possessed that would render claim 4 an

obvious variation over the invention defined by claim 9 of the '414 patent There

is simply no suggestion that the multichannel television distribution system as

disclosed in claim 9 performs, inter alia, receiving said at least one unit of

programming.... including a plurality of retransmission control signals: receiving

a ^nntrol signal ...to communicate said at least one unit of programming and

transmitting said at least one unit of programming, . ..as the instant claim

specifies. For this reason, inter alia, given the patentable distinctions as outlined

above, claim 4 of the present application is not obvious over the invention

defined by claim 9 of the '414 patent in light of the prior art.

<L Analysis of Claim 3 with Claim 12 of

U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414.

(1) Qaim Comparison Chart

Claim 12 of U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414 Claim 3

12. In a multichannel television distribution

system,

A method of communicating at least one unit

of programming in a communications network,

said communications network including at

least one origination station and a plurality of

intermediate transmission stations, each said

plurality of intermediate transmission stations

having a receiver, at least one selective

1 A
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7plurality of receiver/distribution means for

receiving television programming from a

plurality of program sources and

outputting said prc$ramming to a matrix

switch means and

a control signal detector and processor

means, ,

——

—

I matrix switch means for receiving said

programming from
.

said plurality of receiver/distribution means

and for outputting selected portions of said

received programming to

a multichannel television distribution means,

transmission device operatively connected to

I said receiver for transferring prograiruriing to a

! transmitter, an automatic control unit

j

operatively connected to said selective

transmission device, a detector operatively

connected to said automatic control unit for

detecting at least one signal, and said

I automatic control unit being programmed to

perform in a station specific fashion, said

]
method comprising the steps of:

I transmitting from said at least one origination

station said at least one unit of programming,

said at least one unit of prograrnming

including a plurality of retransmission control

signals;

a muinumiu^* - ~*

1 control signal detector and processor means

for detecting control signal respecting said

programming and transferring said control

signals to a storage/transfer means, said

control signal detector and processor means

being configured to detect said control signals

in specified frequency ranges or at specified

locations within said prograrnming, said

control signal detector and processor means

controlling the particular ranges and locations

wherein said control signals are detected,

transnutting said at least one signal for

comparison from said at least one origination

station;

a storageVtransfer means for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

at least a portion of said control signals for

further processing, and

a processor means for controlling the output,

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

said plurality of intermediate transmission

|

stations receiving said at least one unit of

programming, detecting said plurality of

retransmission control signals and receiving

said at least one signal for comparison, each

said plurality of intermediate transmission

stations passing said retransrnission control

signals and said at least one signal for

comparison to said automatic control unit, each

said plurality of intermediate transmission

stations storing said at least one unit of

programming based on comparisons

performed by said automatic control unit in

accordance with said plurality of

retransrnission control signals and

retransmitting said at least one unit of

programming in accordance with said plurality

of retransmission control signals; and .

said plurality of intermediate transmission

stations retransrnitting said at least one unit of

prograrruning independently and at different

times in accordance with said prc^rammed

automatic control unit
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(2) Patentable Distinctions of Claim

3 over Claim 12 of U.S. Pat No.

5,109,414.

Claim 3 of the present application has as patentable distinctions over the

disclosure of claim 12 of the '414 patent

g method of rnmmimicatir
ig at least one unit of programming in ft

Prions ^id communications network inciting at least on*

etatinn And a plur^iy "f intermediate transmission Stat

^atjops Having a rereiver. at leas

give

w,T^nf>
programing to a tr*

,

™™"" an automatic control unit PPerativdY

to said f^-Hy transmission deviCf. 9 detfftPr OffH^VflV cppittCtttl

^^ aromatic rn~t™l nnit for detecting at Vast CTf 4m] «nd paid automatic

tr^^M^ from said at i»«
f
» ™e origination station paid at leapt one unit

^rrmming caiH at least one unit of programmer including a plurality of
,

rorransmissff" T^tH ffl'g
nals:

remitting said a*
|fast one signal for comparison from said at least one

origination station:

plurality of intermediate transmission stations receiving paid 9t leasl

r
„o „n

i»
of pro^rntning detecting said plurality pf retransmit"" Control

lal for comparison, each said plu^ ?~A receiving said at lea<

n
f
^ diate trtrT *^ <*a"™*™™™ w1d retransmission control signals

^ eaid at least onf «|gT"' ™mParison to said automatic ronM unit, fdl
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nf programming bapy1 Qn compai

^ .^rdance vq* «^ plurality of retransmission control Signals and

r^nsmitting ««M » one unit of programming in accordance with said

plurality Of ^transmission rnntrol signals; and

c
?j^

plurality of interrelate transmission stations retransmitting said at

one unj» r.f pmyramipfag independently and at different times in

arrprHance wfth.

said programmed automatic control unit.

(3) Reasons Patentable Distinctions

would not be Obvious to One
Having Ordinary Skill in the Art

at the Time of the Invention.

Claim 3 of the present application claims a mffood gf communicating at

|f
,c

t
onp unit of programming in a communications network, Thereisno

teaching in the prior art nor any knowledge one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention would have possessed that would render claim 3 an

obvious variation over the invention defined by claim 12 of the '414 patent

There is simply no suggestion that the multichannel television distribution

system as disclosed in claim 12 performs, inter alia, transmitting fro™ said at least

nn, origination Mid at 1<M> 1* "nit of"M™""3"*"
'
*aid PfaiaHtY fff

fntPrmPdiate transmission stamps rerriving said at least one unit gf

primming.
• and said phirf i

jtY
"f ^tPrmediate transmission station,

^transmitting m« * 1—t one unit of nrof^amminf independently and at

the instant claim specifies. For this reason, inter alia, given the patentable

distinctions as outlined above, claim 3 of the present application is not obvious

over the invention denned by claim 12 of the '414 patent in light of the prior art
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e. Analysis of Claim 4 with Claim 12 of
U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414.

(1) Oaim Comparison Chart

Claim 12 of U.S. Pat No. 5,109,414 Claim 4
12. In a multichannel television distribution

system.

a plurality of receiver/distribution means for

receiving television programming from a

plurality of program sources and

outputting said programming to a matrix

switch means and

a control signal detector and processor

means,

A method of communicating at least one unit
' of programming in a communications network,

|

said communications network including at

least one origination station and a plurality of
intermediate transmission stations, each said
plurality of intermediate transmission stations

having a receiver, at least one selective

transmission device operatively connected to

said receiver for transferring programming to a
transmitter, an automatic control unit

operatively connected to said at least one
selective transmission device, a detector

I operatively connected to said automatic control
unit for detecting at least one signal, and said
automatic control unit being programmed to

' perform in a station specific fashion,

comprising the steps of:

(1) receiving said at least one unit of

programming, said at least one unit of
programming including a plurality of
retransmission control signals;

a matrix switch means for receiving said

programming from

said plurality of receiver/distribution means
and for outputting selected portions of said

received programming to

a multichannel television distribution means.

(2) receiving a control signal which
operates at said plurality of intermediate

transmitter stations to communicate said at

least one unit of programming to said

transmitter; and

a control signal detector and processor means
for detecting control signal respecting said

programming and transferring said control

signals to a storage/transfer means, said

control signal detector and processor means
being configured to detect said control signals

in specified frequency ranges or at specified

Locations within said programming, said

control signal detector and processor means
controlling the particular ranges and locations

wherein said control signals are detected,

(3) transmitting said at least one unit of

programming, wherein said at least one unit of
programming is effective to cause said

I plurality of intermediate transmission stations

to retransmit said at least one unit of

programming independently and at different

times in accordance with said programmed
automatic control unit
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a storage/transfer means for receiving and

storing said control signals and for transferring

*4 u.et a nnrtirm of said COntTOl Signals fot
at least a puroon u& do*« v*#* -

further processing and

a processor means for controlling the ouipui

functions of said matrix switch means and the

transfer functions of said storage/transfer

means in response to said control signals or

local command. m

(2) Patentable Distinctions of Claim

4 over Claim 12 of U.S. Pat No.

5,109,414.

Claim 4 of the present application has as patentable distinctions over the

disclosure of claim 12 of the '414 patent

a mPthoH nf rommnniVatinp at least one unit of nrorrarrurung in a

^rnrnuniration* nPtwork. said communications network including at least PIK

^nation statin and a plurality ^r^PdiaW transmission statipns, each

ca ,-H plurality of intPrmediate transmission Station having a receiver, at lj

coI^vp transmit™ dpvice or«»raHvplv connerted to said receiver for

francfarrin
ff
prPgr^mmin^ to a r»ncmittpr. an aiitomatir control unit pperanvely

mnnprted to said at least one cplprtive transmission device, a detectpr

npprativelv connected to sa^ automatic ronrrol unit for detecting at least one,

ciral and said automatic conr™1 "nit heinff programmed tp perform
,

in a statip^

gppfific fashion comprising the Steps pft

rPTPiving said »t 1<>a«» nnp uni* nf p^pamminr, said at least png unit pi

programming including a plurality of retransmission cpntrpl signa]sj

woiving a ronrrol sittrtf ?
"hir" operates at said plurality of intermediate

transmitter stations to communicate said at leasiJffle unit of prograi

<said transm itter: and
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transmitting said at least one unit of programming, wherein said at least

one unit of programming is effective to cause said plurality of intermediate

transmission stations to retransmit said at least one unit of programming

independently and at different times in accordance with said programmed

automatic control unit.

(3) Reasons Patentable Distinctions

would not be Obvious to One
Having Ordinary Skill in the Art

at the Time of the Invention.

Claim 4 of the present application claims a method of communicating at

least one unit of programming in a communications network. There is no

teaching in the prior art nor any knowledge one of ordinary skill in the art at the

time of the invention would have possessed that would render claim 4 an

obvious variation over the invention defined by claim 12 of the '414 patent

There is simply no suggestion that the multichannel television distribution

system as disclosed in claim 12 performs, inter alia, receiving said at least one

unit of programming,... including a plurality of retransmission control signals:

receiving a control signal ...to communicate said at least one unit of

programming and transmitting said at least one unit of programming....as

the instant claim specifies. For this reason, inter alia, given the patentable

distinctions as outlined above, claim 4 of the present application is not obvious

over the invention defined by claim 12 of the '414 patent in light of the prior art.

B. General Overview and Summary of Applicants'

1987 Disclosure

While the Examiners suggest that Applicants' 1987 disclosure may appear

to contain a series of isolated examples, Applicants maintain that their examples

are carefully tied together. An essential feature of Applicants' disclosure in the

/in
4m\J
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specification is that they explain their invention and the various embodiments

thereof and their interrelationship. The following description provides the

complete context of the disclosure, illuminating important timing and error

correction considerations and explaining the interrelationship of Applicants' full

system.

One clear series of teachings is focused around the -Wall Street Week"

jMfcH-y^lC A first part of this image is received in a television

signal Fig. IB shows this first part A second part, Fig. 1A, is generated at the

viewer station by processing data, which exists at the viewer station, in response

to control instructions which are detected in the television signal. In a section

entitled "One Combined Medium"
(pages 19-28) at the beginning of the

Description of the Preferred Embodiments, a sequence of events associated with

the display of Fig. 1C is disclosed. A first series of instructions invoke broadcast

control (defined at page 23 lines 24-26), which includes clearing video RAM. A

second series of instructions construct the Fig. 1A image at video RAM. The Fig.

IB image is received in the "Wall Street Week" program, and is explained by the

program host as showing the performance of the Dow Industrials. When the

host says, "And here is what your portfolio did," an instruction in the television

signal executes "GRAPHICS ON" which combines the Figs. 1A and IB images

and displays Fig. 1C After an interval of rime during which corresponding

personalized programming is displayed simultaneously to every properly

equipped member of the "Wall Street Week" audience, an instruction executes

"GRAPHICS OFF and causes Fig. 1A no longer to be displayed. The disclosure

defines "combining synch
command" at page 26 lines 20-24, and explains that

instructions that construct the Fig. 1A, execute "GRAPHICS ON", and execute

"GRAPHICS OFF each comprise a combining synch command.
Subsequently,
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these are referred to throughout the disclosure as the "first", "second", and "third

combining synch commands of the 'Wall Street Week' example".

After providing a detailed disclosure of apparatus of the invention (called

"SPAM" apparatus) and of the composition of messages and message streams,

four examples, between pages 108 and 248, disclose alternate ways of processing

the first, second, and third combining synch commands of the "Wall Street Week*

example. These examples reference Fig. 3. Example #1 describes transferring the

messages to an addressed controller and causing the controller to respond.

Examples #2 and #4 disclose alternate decryption techniques whereby portions of

the message stream containing the three combining synch commands are

selectively decrypted. Examples #3 and #4, which reference Fig. 3A as the

controller of decoders 203 and 205C, disclose the collection of metering data (e.g.,

for billing purposes) and monitoring data (e.g., for TV viewership ratings) based

on content of the first two combining synch commands. Each example discloses

control of a sequence of events, and describes carefully how its sequence occurs

within the broader context of "One Combined Medium" at pages 19-28.

Specifically each of examples #1, #2, #3, and #4 elaborates on the portion of "One

Combined Medium" from page 24 line 1 to page 27 line 7. In these four

examples, each later example builds upon concepts disclosed and definitions

provided in the earlier examples.

Example #5 (pages 248-271) focuses on functions performed by Signal

Processor 200 in Fig. 3 concurrently with the sequence of events described in "One

Combined Medium" and at apparatus which perform the metering and monitoring

of examples #3 and #4. The first combining synch command of the "Wall Street

Week" example is also processed in example #5. Example #5 introduces concepts

that are subsequently used (e.g., in example #7) to teach automatic selection of

programming, including the "Wall Street Week" program itself. At pages 271-
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278, the disclosure explains how the metering and monitoring, in particular of

the first combining synch command of the "Wall Street Week" example, causes

the content of recorder 16 to exceed a predetermined level which causes the

Signal Processor to telephone a remote data collection station and dump the

content of recorder 16 to the remote station.

Example #7, which occurs at pages 288-312 and 427-447 and incorporates

concepts of example #6, teaches selection of the "Wall Street Week" program

itself, interconnection of subscriber station apparatus to provide station specific

processing alternatives based on pre-stored instructions, and decryption of the

"Wall Street Week" program transmission. The disclosureteaches (e.g., page 311

lines 10-16) how this causes the station (now of Fig. 4 or Fig. 7 which are

subscriber stations of the intermediate transmission station of Fig. 6) to perform

the functions "One Combined Medium" and examples #l-#4-

The disclosure also cites (pages 322-333) and sites the "Wall Street Week-

monitoring and metering functions within the extended Fig. 5 monitoring

disclosed at pages 312-314.

In "Controlling Computer-Based Combined Media
Operations" (pages

447-457), the disclosure teaches how the "Wall Street Week" subscriber portfolio

contents and stock price data come to be up-to-date when the program begins,

teaches that the Fig. 1C combining is the first of a series of overlays, teaches error

detection techniques to prevent the display of incorrect or incomplete overlays,

and teaches error correction techniques to enable slow viewer station computers

that fall behind to catch up.

A second clear series of teachings is focused around a television spot

commercial called rrrtfram unit °-

Within the disclosure of automated intermediate transmission station

functionality that begins at page 324, program unitQ is introduced at page 331
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lines 21-22 in a passage that teaches organizing units of prerecorded

programming to play according to schedule.

Example #8 (pages 340-354) discloses that program unit Q is a television

spot commercial and teaches how it is transmitted with other spot commercials

from a satellite up-link to automated cable TV head-ends which are caused

automatically to select, store, and retransmit the spot commercials at different

times and on different channels.

Example #9 (pages 354-374) discloses that program unit Q is a combined

medium television spot commercial and teaches how one of the automated head-

ends of example #8 creates and transmits according to a schedule a time specific

and transmitter specific control signal with data that applies to specials and

discounts in a local supermarket at the scheduled time of transmission. The

relationship of examples #8 and #9 is discussed at page 355 lines 15-32.

Example #10 (pages 374-390) teaches how the automated head-end (as one

of a plurality of such head-ends each) creates the time specific and transmitter

specific control signal with data and inserts the control signal into a network

broadcast of combined medium program unit Q.

The subscriber station functionalities associated with both examples #9

and #10 (see page 469 line 1) are taught at pages 469-516. Each of a plurality of

viewer stations creates receiver specific output in response to the control

signal(s) as well as selecting viewer specific output from among the transmitted

transmitter specific data. Each outputs its output in a series of time intervals of

specific relevance. The relationship of pages 469-514 to pages 324-390 is explicit

and unmistakable in that every disclosure (e.g., 354-374, 374-390, and 469-516)

teaches a sequence of more than thirteen messages with matching names. These

include, for example, the "transmit-and-execute-program-instruction-set

message" (page 371 lines 9-10, page 385 lines 7-8, and page 484 lines 1-2) and
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"program-instruction-set message" (page 371 lines 17-19, page 385 lines 14-16,

and 484 line 5). Furthermore, corresponding named ones of these messages are

disclosed in each respective passage (e.g., 354-374, 374-390, and 469-516) to have

functionally identical content and to cause identical functioning at the subscriber

stations. The passage at page 514 lines 8-30 states this.

Having disclosed all the individual elements and procedures of their

system, Applicants finish their disclosure by describing a cycle in "Summary

Example #11". The cycle involves controlling the disclosed system on a large

scale to interconnect and distribute information to users, create control signals,

create output in response to the control signals, display and explain the

information and output, and receive and process feedback in order to repeat the

cycle. Important disclosed functions such as preprogramming operating system

instructions (page 537), creation of control signals (pages 541-547), creation of.

output for display (e.g., pages 548-551), display of the output (e.g., middle of

page 552 to top of page 554), reception of feedback (pages 555-556), and

distribution of new information based on the feedback (page 556) are cited in

specific sequence and make clear reference to the pertinent portions of the

specification that disclose these important functions.

C Specification Support of the Claims

1. Claim 3

In example #8 of the 1987 patent specification, satellite uplink transmits a

series of 26 television spot commercials via satellite to several cable system head

ends. Each spot commercial is transmitted with embedded signals (e.g., identifiers)

which enable each cable head end to retransmit its own scheduled commercials.

The uplink transmits a schedule to each head end that contains at least one

comparison signal (e.g., an identifier) that identifies at least one spot commercial
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scheduled to be retransmitted. Each cable head end contains a selective

transmission device (e.g. a tunable receiver or storage device) that is controlled by

a computer. Each cable head end receives and inputs to its computer the

retransmission control signals and its schedule. By comparing the retransmission

control signals to its schedule, each cable head end selects and retransmits its own

scheduled spot commercials, with the cable head ends operating independently

and retransmitting at least one commercial at different times.

Claim 3 finds support in the specification at pages 324-354 and especially at

pages 340-354.

Claim Lang

A method of

communicating at

least one unit of

programming

page 340 line 33

through page 341 lines

4;

page 344 lines 23-30;

Specification Lingua?

AUTOMATING INTERMEDIATE
TRANSMISSION STATIONS ~. EXAMPLE

#8

Using the capacity described above

for identifying, selecting, and recording

received programming; for organizing

recorded programming to play according to

schedule; for playing selected organized

programming on schedule; ... a remote

distribution station can transmit to a

plurality of intermediate transmission

stations programming that is scheduled for

delayed transmission, cause each station of

said plurality automatically to select and

retransmit programming according to its

own specific schedule, ...

Said programming might be, for example,

socalled "television spot commerciate."

Providing means where by one station can

transmit programming to a plurality of

intermediate transmission stations and cause

each intermediate station to transmit its own

specific selected units of said programming

according to its own specific schedule

At 4 AM. eastern standard time, on January

28, 1988 said remote distribution station

commences transmitting programming by

satellite up-link means, well known in the

art Said programming consists of a

sequence of the program units of 26 spot
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in a communications

network,

said communications

network including at

least one origination

station and

a plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations,

each said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

having a receiver.

for example, page 342

line 26 through page

343 line 4;

page 340 lines 28-34;

page 340 lines 18-20

and

Page 341 lines 11-18.

page 341 lines 26-29,

commercials, each of thirty seconds

duration. In succession, said station

transmits units A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K,

LM,N,0,P,aR,S,T,U,V,W,XY,andZ.

For example, in the case of the computer, 73,

of the station of Fig. 6, said remote

distribution station informs said computer,

73, to select and record program units Q, D,

Y, and W; to transmit program unit Q at

230-30 PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the Cable News Network; to transmit

urogram unit Y at 2:45:00 PM eastern

standard time, on January 29, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network; to transmit program unitW at

2:45:00 PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the USA Cable Network; to transmit

program unit D at 9:1530PM eastern

standard time, on January 30, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News
Network.

One such remote distribution station might

be, for example, a so-called "satellite uplink"

that transmits programming, in a fashion

well known in the art, to a plurality of

receiver stations via a satellite transponder

(said intermediate transmission stations

being among said receiver stations). Said

programming might be, for example, so-

called "television spot commercials."

a remote distribution station can transmit to

a plurality of intermediate transmission

stations

...and cause each intermediate station to

transmit its own specific selected units of

said programming according to its own

specific schedule....

Among said intermediate stations are cable

system head ends located in California and

Florida, broadcast stations located in Texas

and Washington, D.C, and the station of Fig.

6 which is, for example, in Vermont

for example, TV
receiver 53 in figure
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at least one selective

transmission device

operatively connected

to said receiver for

transferring

programming to a

transmitter/

an automatic control

unit operatively

connected to said

selective transmission

device,

a detector operatively

connected to said

automatic control unit

for detecting at least

one signal.

6A,

and,page 343 lines 21-

32;

for example, video

recorder and player 76

in figure 6A,

page 347 lines 14-30,

for example, cable

program controller

and computer 73 in

figure 6A*

page 326 lines 19-20,

page 341 lines 30-34;

for example, in signal

processor 71 in figure

6A,

page 341 line 34

through page 342 line

2 with

.instructions at each computer, 73, cause

the computers, 73, at said intermediate

transmission stations each, in a

predetermined fashion, to commence

preparing its particular station to receive and

record information of the transmission of

transponder 23 of the Galaxy 1 satellite.

Automatically, at the station of Fig. 6, the

computer, 73, instructs a selected earth

station, 50, to move its antenna so as to

receive transmissions from a satellite at the

celestial coordinates of the Galaxy 1 satellite

and instructs amplifier, 51, and receiver, 53,

to amplify and tune as required to receive

the transmission of the frequency of the

transponder 23 of said satellite.

EaA computer, 73, of said intermediate

stations is preprogrammed to account for

and keep track of the quantity of time

available for additional recording on the

individual tapes loaded on the recorders (eg.,

76 and 78) of its station, ....

Cable program controller and computer, 73,

is the central automatic control unit for the

transmission station.

At each intermediate transmission station is

a computer, 73, that is preprogrammed to

receive, process, and record, in a

predetermined fashion, program schedule

information that is transmitted from said

remote distribution station.

And the signal processor system, 71, and the

computer, 73, of each station are

preprogrammed to process particular SPAM
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and said automatic

control unit being

programmed to

perform in a station

specific fashion, said

method comprising

the steps of:

transmitting from said

at least one origination

station said at least one

unit of programming.

said at least one unit of

programming including

a plurality of

retransmission control

signals;

page 39 lines Ml;

Page 341 lines 30-34,

and page 343 lines 5-7.

Page 340 line 33

through page 341 line 4,

page 344 lines 23-30;

page 344 lines 30-32

and.

message instructions are transmitted from

said remote distribution station.

Fig. 2D shows one embodiment of a signal

processing system. Said system contains

signal processor, 26, and external decoders,

27, 28, and 29. Each said external decoder

may be a TV signal decoder (Fig. 2A) or a

radio signal decoder (Fig. 2B) or an other

signal decoder (Fig. 2C) depending on die

nature of the selected frequency inputted. As

Fig. 2D shows, each decoder, 27, 28, and 29,

receives one selected frequency and has

capacity for transferring detected, corrected,

converted, and possibly modified signals to

signal processor, 26, at buffer/comparator, 8,

and also to other station apparatus.

At each intermediate transmission station is

a computer, 73, that is preprogrammed to

receive, process, and record, in a

predetermined fashion, program schedule

information that is transmitted from said

remote distribution station.

In inputting schedule information to each

computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently;

Said programming might be, for example, so*

called "television spot commercials." Providing

means where by (Hie station can transmit

programming to a plurality of intermediate

transmission stations and cause each

intermediate station to transmit its own specific

selected units of said programming according

to its own specific schedule ...

At4 AJvi eastern standard time, on January

28, 1988 said remote distribution station

commences transmitting programming by

satellite up-link means, well known in the art

Said programming consists of a sequerKe of

the program units of 26 spot commercials, each

of thirty seccHKisduratioa In succession, said

station transmits units A, B, C, D, E F, G, H, I, J,

K,UMN,0,P,aRS,T,U,V,W,XY,andZ

Embedded in each of said program units are

SPAM messages containing appropriate

"program unit identification code" information

and distance information.
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for example, page 330

line 5 through page 331

line 16.

Computer, 73, has capacity for determining

what programming is prerecorded on the

magnetic tapes (or other recording media)

loaded on the recorders, 76 and 78, and capacity

for positioning the start points (or other selected

points) of program units at the play heads of

said recorders. Whenever programming is

played on recorder, 76 or 78, decoder, 77 or 79

respectively, detects SPAM information

embedded in the prerecorded programming

played at the play heads of recorder, 76 or 78,

and transmits said SPAM information to

computer, 73. Said SPAM information can

include not only "program unit identification

code" information but also information

regarding of the distance from the point on

the tape at which a given SPAM message is

embedded to the point on the tape where the

program unit begins and ends (or to any other

selected point). To position the start point (or

another selected point) of a given program unit

at the play heads of a given recorder, 76,

computer, 73, instructs switch, 75, to configure

its switches so as to transfer the transmission

input from said recorder, 76, to no output

Thmby instructing recorder, 76, to play and

decoder, 77, to detect SPAM information in a

particular location or locations, computer, 73,

causes decoder, 77, to detect and transfer to

computer, 73, said program unit and distance

information. Receiving said information causes

computer, 73, to cause recorder, 76, to stop

playing; to analyze said distance information in

a predetermined fashion; and to compute the

precise time required to rewind to reach the

start of the program unit or to move fast

forward to reach the end Then automatically,

computer, 73, causes said recorder, 76, first to

start rewinding or moving fast forward then to

stop after the precise time elapses.

(Such distance information can be

embedded as SPAM message information

segment information anywhere in the

programming that SPAM information can be

embedded and need not repeat continuously-

one embedded signal word is sufficient for this

method to work But a method wherein only

one instance of distance information is

embedded in any given program unit of

programming has the disadvantage of causing

too much apparatus at too many stations to

spend too much time searching for said

instance. In the preferred embodiinent
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transmitting said at

least one signal for

comparison from said

at least one origination

station;

said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

receiving said at least

one unit of

programming,

detecting said

plurality of

retransmission control

signals and

distance information is embedded in the

relevant normal transmission location of its

jrc^ramming and occurs periodically

voughout a program unit with increasing

requmcy as the closeness of the start or end of

the programming approaches and with one

instance, in television programming, occurring

on the first and fourth frames and the last two

Irames of the programming.)

Page 342 lines 10-11

with

page 328 lines 8-13.

Page 346 line 34

through page 347 line

5 and

page 349 line 35

through page 350 line

7;

page 345 lines 29-33

(Here each station

would also detect die

embedded
identification codes

and distance

information a first

time.) and

page 348 line 30 .

through page 349 line

Said remote station inputs schedule

information to each computer, 73.

By comparing selected ... with information

of the programming schedule received

earlier from input 74, and/or network, 98,

computer, 73, can determine, in a

predetermined fashion, when and on what

channel or channels the station of Fig. 6

should transmit the programming

Subsequently, receiving the select-Q-

message (#8) causes said computer, 73, to

determine that the "program unit

identification code- information of unitQ
matches preprogrammed schedule

information which causes said computer, 73,

to cause recorder, 76, to commence

recording, thereby causing said recorder, 76,

to record die programming of program unit

Q which follows said select-Q-message (#8).

Receiving said select-J-message (#8), the

select-L-message (#8), and the select-Q-

message (#8) cause said Florida computer,

73, to determine that "program unit

identification code" information matches

preprogrammed schedule information which

causes said Florida computer, 73, to cause a

selected recorder of said station to

commence recording, thereby causing said

recorder to record the programming of

program units J, L, and Q.

Transmitting said programming and said

cue-to-select messages (#8) causes signal

processing system apparatus at each of said

stations to detect said cue-to-select messages

(#8) and input said messages to the

computers, 73, of said intermediate stations.

Whenever any given computer, 73, of said

stations determines that no further units will
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receiving said at least

one signal for

22 with

(Here each station

would also detect the

embedded
identification codes

and distance

information at least a

second time, see

citation of page 330,

lines 10-19 below.)

(See also page 331, line

17etseq.)

page 330 lines 10-19;

Page 342 lines 28-30

and

be received, said computer, 73, causes

apparatus of its station to cease receiving the

transmission of said remote distribution

station, alters its operating records to show

that the receiver apparatus receiving said

transmission is available for other use; and

commences automatically organizing, in the

fashions described above, the order of the

program units so selected and recorded and

playing said units according to its contained

schedule.

At the station of Fig. 6, receiving said

select-2- message (#8) causes computer, 73,

to determine that program units Q, Y, W,

and D have been received and that no

further units will be received. Determining

that no further units will be received causes

computer, 73, to cause matrix switch, 75, to

configure its switches so as to transfer

transmissions inputted from receiver, 53, to

no output; to alter its operating records to

show that the receiver apparatus receiving

the transmission of said remote distribution

station is no longer in use and is available;

and to organize the locations of the recorded

program units, D, Q, W, and Y, to play

according to the schedule inputted by said

distribution station in the fashion described

above (in the paragraph of the section,

"AUTOMATING INTERMEDIATE
TRANSMISSION STATIONS," that begins,

"Computer, 73, has capacity for

automatically organizing the locations of

units of prerecorded programming ... to

play according to a given schedule").

Whenever programming is played on

recorder, 76 or 78, decoder, 77 or 79

respectively, detects SPAM information

embedded in the prerecorded programming

played at the play heads of recorder, 76 or

78, and transmits said SPAM information to

computer, 73. Said SPAM information can

include not only "program unit identification

code" information but also information

regarding of the distance from the point on

the tape at which a given SPAM message is

embedded to the point on the tape where the

program unit begins and ends (or to any

other selected point).

...informs said computer, 73, to select and

record program units Q, D, Y, and W; to
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comparison.

each said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

massing said

retransmission control

signals

and said at least one

signal for comparison

to said automatic

control unit,

each said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

storing said at least

one unit of

programming based

343 line 5-11;

Page 345 lines 30-33.

(The embedded

signals would be

passed a first time.)

Page 344 lines 30-31.

Page 348 line 30

through page 349 line

22, and

(The embedded
signals would be

passed at least a

second time.)

page 330 line 10-14;

page 342 lines 10-11;

Page 326 lines 27-33.

transmit program unit Q at 23030 PM
eastern standard time, on January 29, 1988

In inputting schedule information to each

computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently. For example, said

remote station instructs a particular Florida

computer, 73, at a cable system head end

station in Florida (which computer, 73, is not

the computer, 73, of the station of Fig. 6) to

|

select and record program units Q, J, and L

Transmitting said programming and said

cue-to-select messages (#8) causes signal

processing system apparatus at each of said

stations to detect said cue-to-select messages

i (#8) and input said messages to the

computers, 73, of said intermediate stations.

, Embedded in each of said program units are

SPAM messages containing appropriate

"program unit identification code"

information and distance information.

Whenever any given computer, 73, of said

I stations determines that no further units will

be received, said computer, 73, ...

commences automatically organizing, in the

1

fashions described above, the order of the

j

program units so selected and recorded and

playing said units according to its contained

j

schedule.

Whenever programming is played on

recorder, 76 or 7f, decoder, 77 or 79

respectively, detects SPAM information

l

embedded in the prerecorded programming

played at the play heads of recorder, 76 or

78, and transmits said SPAM information to

i

computer, 73.

Said remote station inputs schedule

information to each computer, 73.

Computer, 73, has means for receiving input

information from local input, 74, and from

remote stations via telephone or other data

transfer network, 98. Such input information

can include the complete programming

schedule of the station of Fig. 6, with each
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on comparisons

performed by said

automatic control unit

in accordance with

said plurality of

retransmission control

signals and

page 345 lines 3-18;

page 346 lines 3-15;

page 346 line 34

through page 347 line

5,

page 349 lines 27-34,

and

discrete unit of programming identified by

its own "program unit identification code"

information.

Each message contains the same execution

segment information that is addressed to ITS

computers, 73, and instructs each computer,

73, to identify Ac information in the

meter-monitor segment of said message, to

compare said "code" information to the

preprogrammed schedule information of

said computer, 73, and if a match results, to

select and record the programming of the

program unit that follows said message, or if

no match results, to not select and not record

said programming. Each message contains

meter-monitor "program unit identification

code" information of the program unit that

immediately follows.

The computers, 73, of said intermediate

stations are preprogrammed to process the

information of said cue-to- select messages

(#8), and receiving any given one of said

messages causes each computer, 73, of one of

said intermediate transmission stations to

determine whether the "program unit

identification code" information of said one

matches schedule information previously

inputted to said computer, 73, by said

distribution station. Determining a match

causes said computer, 73, to cause apparatus

of its station to record the programming of

the program unit transmitted immediately

after said one. Not determining a match

causes said computer, 73, to cause apparatus

of its station not to record said program unit

Subsequently, receiving the select-Q-

message (#8) causes said computer, 73, to

determine that the "program unit

identification code" information of unit Q
matches preprogrammed schedule

information which causes said computer, 73,

to cause recorder, 76, to commence

recording, thereby causing said recorder, 76,

to record the programming of program unit

Q which follows said seiect-Q-message (#8).

For example, transmitting the select-J-

message (#8), the select-K-message (#8) the

select-L-message (#8), the select-M-message
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retransmitting said at

least one unit of

programming in

accordance with said

plurality of

retransmission control

signals; and

page 348 line 30

through page 349 line

22 with

(see also page 331, line

\7etseq.)

page 351 lines 31-32,

page 353 lines 11-23,

Page 330 lines 5-35.

";#8), the select-Q-message (#8), and the

select-R-message (#8) causes signal

processing apparatus at the aforementioned

cable system head end station in Florida to

input the aforementioned Florida computer,

73, that said distribution has instructed to

select, record, and play program units Q, J,

and L according to schedule

Whenever any given computer, 73, of said

stations determines that no further units will

be received, said computer, 73, causes

apparatus of its station to cease receiving the

transmission of said remote distribution

station, alters its operating records to show

that the receiver apparatus receiving said

transmission is available for other use; and

commences automatically organizing, in the

fashions described above, the order of the

program units so selected and recorded and

playing said units according to its contained

schedule

to commence transmitting the locally

originated transmission of unit Q.

(At the station of said Florida computer, 73,

receiving said firet-network-cue-to-transmit-

network message (#8) causes said Florida

computer, 73, to cause the apparatus of said

station to cease transmitting the locally

originated transmission of unit J; to

recommence transmitting said Cable News

Network transmission; and to prepare to

play the locally originated transmission of

unit Q or unit L.)

Subsequently, other SPAM cueing

messages cause the computer, 73, of the

station of Fig. 6; said Florida computer, 73;

and the computers, 73, of others of said

intermediate transmission stations to locate,

position to play, and transmit automatically

other local origination program units.

Computer, 73, has capacity for determining

what programming is prerecorded on the

magnetic tapes (or other recording media)

loaded on the recorders, 76 and 78, and

capacity for positioning the start points (or

other selected points) of program units at the

play heads of said recorders. Whenever

programming is played on recorder, 76 or 71

decoder, 77 or 79 respectively, detects SPAM
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said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

retransmitting said at

least one unit of

programming
independently and at

different times in

accordance with said

programmed
automatic control unit

Page 342 line 26

through page 343 line

17.

information embedded in the prerecorded

programming played at the play heads of

recorder, 76 or 78, and transmits said SPAM

information to computer, 73. Said SPAM
information can include not only "program

unit identification code" information but also

information regarding of the distance from

the point on the tape at which a given SPAM

message is embedded to the point on the

tape where the program unit begins and

ends (or to any other selected point). To

position the start point (or another selected

point) of a given program unit at the play

heads of a given recorder, 76, computer, 73,

instructs switch, 75, to configure its switches

so as to transfer the transmission input from

said recorder, 76, to no output Then by

instructing recorder, 76, to play and decoder,

77, to detect SPAM information in a

particular location or locations, computer, 73

causes decoder, 77, to detect and transfer to

computer, 73, said program unit and

distance information. Receiving said

information causes computer, 73, to cause

recorder, 76, to stop playing; to analyze said

distance information in a predetermined

fashion; and to compute the precise time

required to rewind to reach the start of the

program unit or to move fast forward to

reach the end. Then automatically,

computer, 73, causes said recorder, 76, first,

to start rewinding or moving fast forward

then to stop after the precise time elapses.

For example, in the case of the computer, 73,

of the station of Fig. 6, said remote

distribution station informs said computer,

73, to select and record program units Q, D,

Y, and W; to transmit program unitQ at

230*30 PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the Cable News Network; to transmit

program unit Y at 2:45:00 PM eastern

standard time, on January 29, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network; to transmit program unitW at

2:45:00 PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the USA Cable Network; to transmit

program unit D at 9:1530 PM eastern

standard time, on January 30, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network.

In inputting; schedule information to
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each computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently. For example, said

remote station instructs a particular Florida

computer, 73, at a cable system head end

station in Florida (which computer, 73, is not

the computer, 73, of the station of Fig. 6) to

select and record program units Q, J, and L;

to transmit program unit J at 23030 PM
eastern standard time, on January 29, 1988

cm the cable channel of said station in Florida

that transmits the Cable News Network; and

to transmit units Q and L subsequently at

particular times on the cable channel of said

station that transmits the Spanish

International Network. <

2. Claim*

The claim is directed to the operation of the satellite uplink of claim 3 (and

its associate satellite), which receives and transmits the 26 spot commercials with

their retransmission control signals (e.g. identifiers) as well as the schedules with

their comparison signals (e.g. identifiers), with the cable head ends operating

independently and retransmitting at least one commercial at different times.

Claim 4 finds support in the specification at pages 324-354 and especially at

pages 340-344.

Claim Language Spec. Reference Specification Language

A method of

communicating at

least one unit of

programming

Page 340 lines 12-23

and

AUTOMATING INTERMEDIATE
TRANSMISSION STATIONS ... EXAMPLE

#8
'

Using the capacity described above

for identifying, selecting, and recording

received programming; for organizing

recorded programming to play according to

schedule; for playing selected organized

programming on schedule; ... a remote

distribution station can transmit to a

plurality of intermediate transmission

stations programming that is scheduled for

delayed transmission, cause each station of

said plurality automatically to select and

retransmit programming according to its
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in a communications

network,

said communications

network including at

least one origination

station and

i plurality of

page 340 line 33

through page 341 lines

4;

page 344 lines 23-30;

for example, page 342

line 26 through page

343 line 4;

page 340 lines 28-34;

page 340 lines 18-20

Said programming might be, for example,

so-called "television spot commercials."

Providing means where by one station can

transmit programming to a plurality of

intermediate transmission stations and cause

each intermediate station to transmit its own

specific selected units of said programming

according to its own specific schedule

At 4 AJ4. eastern standard time, on January

28, 1988 said remote distribution station

commences transmitting prograinxning by

satellite up-link means, well known in the

art Said programming consists of a

sequence of the program units of 26 spot

commercials, each of thirty seconds

duration. In succession, said station

transmits units A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K,

UM,N,0,P,aR%S,XU,V,W,XY,andZ.

For example, in the case of the computer, 73,

of the station of Fig. 6, said remote

distribution station informs said computer,

73, to select and record program units Q, D,

Y, and W; to transmit program unit Q at

230-30 FM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transrrutting

the Cable News Network; to transmit

program unit Y at 2:45:00 PM eastern

standard time, on January 29, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network; to transmit program unitW at

2:45:00 FM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the USA Cable Network; to transmit

program unit D at 9:1530 FM eastern

standard time, on January 30, 1988 on the

cable channel transrnitting the Cable News

Network.

One such remote distribution station might

be, for example, a so-called "satellite uplink"

that transmits programming, in a fashion

well known in the art, to a plurality of
•

receiver stations via a satellite transponder

(said intermediate transmission stations

being among said receiver stations). Said

prograrnming might be, for example, so-

called "television spot corrunercials."

a remote distribution station can transmit to
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intermediate

transmission stations,

and a plurality of intermediate transmission

stations

each said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

Page 341 lines 11-18. ...and cause each intermediate station to

transmit its own specific selected units of

said programming according to its own

specific schedule....

page 341 lines 26-29, Among said intermediate stations are cable

system head ends located in California and

Florida, broadcast stations locatea in i exas

and Washington, D.C, and the station of Fig.

6 which is, for example, in Vermont

having a receiver, for example, TV
receiver 53 in figure

6A,

and,page 343 lines 21-

32;

...instructions at each computer, 73, cause

the computers, 73, at said intermediate

transmission stations each, in a

predetermined fashion, to commence

preparing its particular station to receive and

record information of the transmission of

transponder 23 of the Galaxy 1 satellite.

Automatically, at the station of Fig. 6, the

computer, 73, instructs a selected ear*

station, 50, to move its antenna so as ro

receive transmissions from a satellite at the

celestial coordinates of the Galaxy 1 satellite

and instructs amplifier, 51, and receiver, 53,

to amplify and tune as required to receive

the transmission of the frequency of the

transponder 23 of said satellite.

at least one selective

transmission device

operatively connected

to said receiver for

transferring

programming to a

transmitter.

for example, video

recorder and player 76

in figure 6A,

page 347 lines 14-30,

*

Each computer, 73, of said intermediate

stations is preprogrammed to account for

and keep track of the quantity of time

available for additional recording on the

individual tapes loaded on the recorders (eg-,

76 and 78) of its station, ....

an automatic control

unit operatively

connected to said

selective transmission

device,

for example, cable

program controller

and computer 73 in

figure 6A,

page 326 lines 19-20, Cable program controller and computer, 73,
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a detector operatively

connected to said

automatic control unit

for detecting at least

one signal.

and said automatic

control unit being

programmed to

perform in a station

specific fashion, said

method comprising

the steps of:

(1) receiving said

at least one unit of

programming,

page 341 lines 30-34;

for example, in signal

processor 71 in figure

6A,

page 341 line 34

through page 342 line

2 with

page 39 lines 1-11;

Page 341 lines 30-34,

and page 343 lines 5-7.

Page 340 line 28

through page 341 iine

4,

is the central automatic control unit for the

transmission station.

At each intermediate transmission station is

a computer, 73, that is preprogrammed to

receive, process, and record, in a

predetermined fashion, program schedule

information that is transmitted from said

remote distribution station.

And the signal processor system, 71, and the

computer, 73, of each station are

preprogrammed to process particular SPAM
message instructions are transmitted from

said remote distribution station.

Fig. 2D shows one embodiment of a signal

processing system. Said system contains

signal processor, 26, and external decoders,

27, 28, and 29. Each said external decoder

may be a TV signal decoder (Fig. 2A) or a

radio signal decoder (Fig. 2B) or an other

signal decoder (Fig. 2Q depending on the

nature of the selected frequency inputted. As

Fig. 2D shows, each decoder, 27, 28, and 29,

receives one selected frequency and has

capacity for transferring detected, corrected,

converted, and possibly modified signals to

signal processor, 26, at buffer/comparator, 8,

and also to other station apparatus.

At each intermediate transmission station is

a computer, 73, that is preprogrammed to

receive, process, and record, in a

predetermined fashion, program schedule

information that is transmitted from said

remote distribution station.

In inputting schedule information to each

computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently.

One such remote distribution station might

be, for example, a so-called "satellite uplink'

that transmits programming/in a fashion

well known in the art, to a plurality of

receiver stations via a satellite transponder

(said intermediate transmission stations

being among said receiver stations). Said
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said at least one unit

of programming •

including a plurality

of retransmission

rnntrol signals;

(2) receiving a

control signal which

operates at said

plurality of

intermediate

transmitter stations to

communicate said at

least one unit of

programming to said

transmitter; and

(3) transmitting

said at least one unit

of programming,

wherein said at least

one unit of

programming is

effective to cause said

plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

to retransmit said at

least one unit of

programming
independently and at

different times in

accordance with said

rammed

page 344 lines 23-30;

page 344 lines 30-32.

Page 342 lines 5-11.

Page 344 lines 28-30

and

page 344 lines 30-32,

page 346 line 34

through page 347 line

5,

programming might be, for example, so-

called "television spot commercials."

Providing means where by one station can

transmit programming to a plurality of

intermediate transmission stations and cause

each intermediate station to transmit its own

specific selected units of said programming

according to its own specific schedule

At 4 AM. eastern standard time, on January

28, 1988 said remote distribution station

commences transmitting programming by

satellite up-link means, well known in the

art Said programming consists of a

sequence of the program units of 26 spot

commercials, each of thirty seconds duration.

In succession, said station transmits units A,

B,C,D,E,F,G,H,U,^UM,N,0,P,Q,R,
S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,andZ.

Embedded in each of said program units are

SPAM messages containing appropriate

"program unit identification code"

information and distance information.

...said remote distribution station

commences contacting, individually and in

rum in a fashion well known in the art, the

computers, 73, of each of said intermediate

station, via telephone or other data transfer

network, 98 (which has capacity to

communicate information individually

between said remote station and each of said

computers, 73). Said remote station inputs

schedule information to each computer, 73,

In succession, said station transmits units A,

B,C,D,E,F,G,RU,K,UM,N,0,P,a^
S,T,U,V,W,X,Y,andZ.

Embedded in each of said program units are

SPAM messages containing appropriate

"program unit identification code"

information and distance information.

Subsequendy, receiving the select-Q-

message (#8) causes said computer, 73, to

determine that the "program unit

identification code" information of unit Q
matches preprogrammed schedule

information which causes said computer, 73,

to cause recorder, 76, to commence

recording, thereby causing said recorder, 76,

to record the pro^amming of program unit .
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automatic control.unit

page 349 line 35

through page 350 line

7,

page 330 line 5

through page 331 line

16,

Q which follows said select-Q-message (#8).

Receiving said select-J-message (#8), the

select-L-message (#8), and the select-Q-

message (#8) cause said Florida computer,

73, to determine that "program unit

identification code" information matches

preprogrammed schedule information which

causes said Florida computer, 73, to cause a

selected recorder of said station to

commence recording, thereby causing said

recorder to record the programming of

program units J, L, and Q.

Computer, 73, has capacity for determining

what programming is prerecorded on the

magnetic tapes (or other recording media)

loaded on the recorders, 76 and 78, and

capacity for positioning the start points (or

other selected points) of program units at

the play heads of said recorders. Whenever

programming is played on recorder, 76 or

78, decoder, 77 or 79 respectively, detects

SPAM information embedded in the

prerecorded programming played at the

play heads of recorder, 76 or 78, and

transmits said SPAM information to

computer, 73. Said SPAM information can

include not only "program unit

identification code" information but also

information regarding of the distance from

the point on die tape at which a given SPAM
message is embedded to the point on the

tape where the program unit begins and

ends (or to any other selected point). To
position the start point (or another selected

point) of a given program unit at the play

heads of a given recorder, 76, computer, 73,

instructs switch, 75, to configure its switches

so as to transfer the transmission input from

said recorder, 76, to no output Then by

instructing recorder, 76, to play and decoder,

77, to detect SPAM information in a

particular location or locations, computer,

73, causes decoder, 77, to detect and transfer

to computer, 73, said program unit and

distance information. Receiving said

information causes computer, 73, to cause

recorder, 76, to stop playing; to analyze said

distance information in a predetermined

fashion; and to compute the precise time

required to rewind to reach the start of the

program unit or to move fast forward to
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page 351 lines 31-32,

page 353 lines 11*23,

page 342 line 26

through page 343 line

17.

reach the end. Then automatically,

computer, 73, causes said recorder, 76, first,

to start rewinding or moving fast forward

then to stop after the precise time elapses.

(Such distance information can be

embedded as SPAM message information

segment information anywhere in the

programming that SPAM information can be

embedded and need not repeat

continuously-one embedded signal word is

sufficient for this method to work. But a

method wherein only one instance of

distance information is embedded in any

given program unit of programming has the

disadvantage of causing too much apparatus

at too many stations to spend too much time

searching for said instance. In the preferred

embodiment, distance information is

embedded in the relevant normal

transmission location of its programming,

and occurs periodically throughout a

program unit with increasing frequency a*

the closeness of the start or end of the

programming approaches and with one

instance, in television programming,

occurring on the first and fourth frames and"

the last two frames of the programming.)

to commence transmitting the locally

originated transmission of unit Q.

(At the station of said Florida computer, 73,

receiving said first-network-cue-to-transmit-

network message (#8) causes said Florida

computer, 73, to cause the apparatus of said

station to cease transmitting the locally

originated transmission of unit ]; to

recommence transmitting said Cable News

Network transmission; and to prepare to

play the locally originated transmission of

unitQ or unit I~)

Subsequently, other SPAM cueing

messages cause the computer, 73, of the

station of Kg. 6; said Florida computer, 73;

and the computers, 73, of others of said

intermediate transmission stations to locate,

position to play, and transmit automatically

other local origination program units.

For example, in the case of the computer, 73,

of the staticm of Fig. 6, said remote

distribution station informs said computer,

73, to select and record program unite QJX
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Y, and W; to transmit program unit Q at

230*30 PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the Cable News Network; to transmit

program unit Y at 2:45:00 PM eastern

standard time, on January 29, 1988 on die

cable channel transmitting the Cable News
Network; to transmit program unitW at

2:45KX) PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the USA Cable Network; to transmit

program unit D at 9:1530 PM eastern

standard time, on January 30, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News
Network.

In inputting schedule information to

each computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently. For example, said

remote station instructs a particular Florida

computer, 73, at a cable system head end

station in Florida (which computer, 73, is not

the computer, 73, of the station of Fig. 6) to

select and record program units Q, J, and L;

to transmit program unit J at 23030 PM
eastern standard time, on January 29, 1988

on the cable channel of said station in Florida

that transmits the Cable News Network; and

to transmit units Q and L subsequently at

particular times on the cable channel of said

station that transmits the Spanish

International Network.

3. Claim 5

Claim Language Spec. Reference Specification Language

The method of claim 3,

wherein each said

plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

includes

a plurality of selective

transmission devices

and

said automatic control

unit is programmed
with information

Page 324 line 35,

page 341 lines 30-31,

page 347 lines 14-18;

page 326 lines 19-24;

. . .recorder/players, 76 and 78

At each intermediate transmission station is

a computer, 73

Each computer, 73, of said intermediate

stations is preprogrammed to account for

and keep track of the quantity of time

available for additional recording on the

individual tapes loaded on the recorders (eg.,

76 and 78) of its station.

Cable program controller and computer, 73,

is the central automatic control unit for the

transmission station. Computer, 73, has an
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including one of

operating speeds of

said plurality of

selective transmission

devices,

connections of said

plurality of selective

transmission devices,

and
capacities of said

plurality of selective

transmission devices,

said method further

comprising the step of

transmitting from said

at least one origination

station

an instruct signal

which is effective to

cause at least one of

said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

to perform one of

page 342 lines 10-11,

page 343 lines 5-7,

page 348 line 30

through page 349 line

22;

installed clock and is preprogrammed with

information on the operating speeds and

capacities of all station apparatus and the

connections of said apparatus with matrix

switch, 75.

Said remote station inputs schedule

information to each computer, 73.

In inputting schedule information to each

computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently.

Whenever any given computer, 73, of said

stations determines that no further units will

be received, said computer, 73, causes

apparatus of its station to cease receiving the

transmission of said remote distribution

station, alters its operating records to show

that the receiver apparatus receiving said

transmission is available for other use; and

commences automatically organizing, in the

fashions described above, die order of the

program units so selected and recorded and

playing said units according to its contained

schedule.

At the station of Fig- 6, receiving said

select-Z- message (#8) causes computer, 73,

to determine that program units Q, Y, W,

and D have been received and that no

further units will be received. Determining

that no further units will be received causes

computer, 73, to cause matrix switch, 75, to

configure its switches so as to transfer

transmissions inputted from receiver, 53, to

no output; to alter its operating records to

show that the receiver apparatus receiving

the transmission of said remote distribution

station is no longer in use and is available;

and to organize the locations of the recorded

program units, D, Q, W, and Y, to play

according to the schedule inputted by said

distribution station in the fashion described

above (in the paragraph of the section,

"AUTOMATING INTERMEDIATE
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(1) storing different

units of said at least

one unit of

programming at

different selective

transmission devices

of said plurality of

selective transmission

devices and

(2) storing at least two

units of said at least

one unit of

programming in a

specific order.

page 334 lines 1-2;

page 334 lines 4-5.

TRANSMISSION STATIONS/ that begins,

"Computer, 73, has capacity for

automatically organizing the locations of

units of prerecorded programming ~. to play

according to a given schedule").

computer, 73, causes units Y and W to be

located on different recorders

and units Y then D to be located in sequence

on the same recorder

Claim 6

Claim ,,

The method of claim 3,

wherein each

automatic control unit

is programmed to

control a storage

device,

said method further

comprising the step of

instructing different

intermediate

transmission stations

of said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

to store and

retransmit different

units of said at least

one unit of

programming.

Spec. Reference

Page 341 lines 30-34

ox,

lines 32-33;

page 343 lines 5-7 with

page 342 line 26

through page 343 line

17.

Specification Language _
At each intermediate transmission station is

a computer, 73, that is preprogrammed to

receive, process, and record, in a

predetermined fashion, program schedule

information that is transmitted from said

remote distribution station.

said computer, 73, (after causing recorder,

76, to cease recording)

In inputting schedule information to each

computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently.

For example, in the case of the computer, 73,

of the station of Fig. 6, said remote

distribution station informs said computer,

73, to select and record program units Q, D,

Y, and W; to transmit program unit Q at

230*30 FM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the Cable News Network; to transmit

unit Y at 2:45:00 FM eastern
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Page 348 line 30 to

page 349 line 6.

standard time, on January 29, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network; to transmit program unitW at

£45:00 PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on die cable channel transmitting

the USA Cable Network; to transmit

program unit D at 9:15*30 FM eastern

standard time, on January 30, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network.

In inputting schedule information to

each computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently; For example, said

remote station instructs a particular Florida

computer, 73, at a cable system head end

station in Florida (which computer, 73, is not

the computer, 73, of the station of Rg. 6) to

select and record program units Q, J, andU
to transmit program unit J at 230-30 FM
eastern standard time, on January 29, 1988

on the cable channel of said station in Florida

that transmits the Cable New Network; and

to transmit units Q and L subsequently at

particular times on the cable channel of said

station that transmits the Spanish

International Network.

Whenever any given computer, 73, of said

stations determines that no further units will

be received, said computer, 73, causes

apparatus of its station to cease receiving the

transmission of said remote distribution

station, alters its operating records to show

that the receiver apparatus receiving said

transmission is available for other use; and

commences automatically organizing, in the

fashions described above, the order of the
^

program units so selected and recorded and

playing said units according to its contained

schedule- .

At the station of Fig. 6, receiving said

select-Z- message (#8) causes coi^uter,73,

to determine that program units Q, Y, W,

n have been received.

Claim 7

Claim Lanffuat,

The method of claim 3,

wherein said

fipge. Reference

Page 326 lines 19-24,

Specification l An
ff
lia

f,

'Cable program controller and computer, 73,

u A. central auntie control unit for the
,
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automatic control unit

is programmed to

control a switch.

said method further

comprising the step of

instructing different

intermediate

transmission stations

of said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

to cause said switch to

communicate

a specific unit of said

at least one unit of

programming at one

of different times and

on different channels.

page 328 lines 14-17,

page 347 lines 14-21,

page 347 lines 30-35;

page 343 lines 5-7 with

page 342 line 26

through page 343 line

17.

transmission station. Computer, 73, has an

installed dock and is preprogrammed with

information on the operating speeds and

capacities of all station apparatus and the

connections of said apparatus with matrix

switch, 75.

Computer, 73, has means for communicating

control information with matrix switch, 75,

and video recorders, 76 and 78, and can

cause selected programming to be

transmitted to field distribution system, 93,

or recorded*

Each computer, 73, of said intermediate

stations is preprogrammed to account for

and keep track of the quantity of time

available for additional recording on the

individual tapes loaded on the recorders (eg.,

76 and 78) of its station, and receiving any

given message of said cue-to- select

messages (#8) can cause any given computer,

73, to cause die apparatus of its station to

switch from a primary to a secondary

recorder of said station;

At the station of Fig. 6, receiving said select-

R-message (#8) causes said computer, 73,

(after causing recorder, 76, to cease

recording) to cause matrix switch, 75, to

configure its switches to commence

transferring the transmission from receiver,

53, to recorder, 78,

In inputting schedule information to each

computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently.

For example, in the case of the computer, 73,

of the station of Fig. 6, said remote

distribution station informs said computer,

73, to select and record program units Q, D,

Y, and W; to transmit program unit Q at

230-30 FM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the Cable News Network; to transmit

program unit Y at 2:45:00 FM eastern

standard time, on January 29, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network; to transmit program unitW at

2:45KX).FM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting
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the USA Cable Network; to transmit

program unit D at 9:1530 PM eastern

standard time, on January 30, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network.

In inputting schedule information to

each computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently. For example, said

remote station instructs a particular Florida

computer, 73, at a cable system head end

station in Florida (which computer, 73, is not

the computer, 73, of the station of Fig. 6) to

select and record program units Q, J, and L;

to transmit program unit J at 23030 PM
eastern standard time, on January 29, 1988

on the cable channel of said station in Florida

that transmits the Cable News Network; and

to transmit units Q and L subsequently at

particular times on the cable channel of said

station that transmits the Spanish

International Network

Claim 8

Claim Language Spec. Reference Specification Language

The method of claim 3,

wherein

each of said plurality

of intermediate

transmission stations

retransmits

programming on

a plurality of channels.

Page 341 lines 26-29,

page 324 lines 14-21,

page 342 line 24

through page 343 line

17;

Among said intermediate stations are cable

system head ends located in California and

Florida, broadcast stations located in Texas

and Washington, D.C., and the station of Fig.

6 which is, for example, in Vermont

may range in scale of operation from

wireless broadcast stations that transmit a

single programming transmission to cable

systems that cablecast many channels

simultaneously.

Fig. 6 illustrates Signal Processing

Apparatus and Methods at an intermediate

transmission station that is a cable television

system "head end
1
' and that cablecasts

several channels of television programming.

cause die apparatus of said station to

transmit each of said program units to the

Held distribution system, 93, of said statical.

For example, in the case of the computer, 73,

of the station of Fig. 6, said remote

distribution station informs said computer, _
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said method further

comprising the step of

instructing different

intermediate

transmission stations

of

said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

to transmit

a specific.unit of said

at least one unit of

programming on

different channels.

page 343 lines 5-7 with

page 342 line 26

through page 343 line

17.

73, to select and record program units Q, D,

Y, and W; to transmit program unit Q at

230*30 PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the Cable News Network; to transmit

program unit Y at 2:45:00 PM eastern

standard time, on January 29, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network; to transmit program unitW at

2:45-00 PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the USA Cable Network; to transmit

program unit D at 9:15*30 PM eastern

standard time, on January 30, 1988 cm the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network.

In inputting schedule information to

each computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently. For example, said

remote station instructs a particular Florida

computer, 73, at a cable system head end

station in Florida (which computer, 73, is not

the computer, 73, of the station of Fig. 6) to

select and record program units Q, J, and L;

to transmit program unit J at 2*30*30 PM
eastern standard time, on January 29, 1988

on die cable channel of said station in Florida

that transmits the Cable News Network; and

to transmit units Q and L subsequently at

particular times on the cable channel of said

station that transmits the Spanish

International Network.

In inputting schedule information to each

computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently.

For example, in the case of the computer, 73,

of the station of Fig. 6, said remote

distribution station informs said computer,

73, to select and record program units Q, D,

Y, and W; to transmit program unit Q at

23030 PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the Cable News Network; to transmit

program unit Y at 2:45*00 PM eastern

standard timri, on January 29, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network; to transmit program unitW at

2:45*00 PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting
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the USA Cable Network; to transmit

program unit D at 9:15:30 PM eastern

standard time, on January 30/1988 on die

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network.

In inputting schedule information to

each computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently. For example, said

remote station instructs a particular Florida

computer, 73, at a cable system head end

station in Florida (which computer, 73, is not

the computer, 73, of the station of Fig. 6) to

select and record program units Q, J, and L;

to transmit program unit J at 13030 FM
eastern standard time, on January 29, 1988

on the cable channel of said station in Florida

that transmits the Cable News Network; and

to transmit units Q and L subsequently at

particular times on the cable channel of said

station that transmits the Spanish

International Network,

7. Claim 9

Claim Languag

The method of claim 3,

wherein

said at least one signal

for comparison

identifies

said at least one unit

of programming,

said method further

comprising the step of

causing different

intermediate

transmission stations

of

said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

to retransmit

said identified at least

one unit of

irogramminfl at one

page 343 lines 5-7 with

page 342 line 24

through page 343 line

17.

Specification Langua)

Computer, 73, has means for receiving input

information from local input, 74, and from

remote stations via telephone or other data

transfer network, 98. Such input information

can include the complete programming

schedule of the station of Fig. 6, with each

discrete unit of programming identified by

its own "program unit identification code-

information.

In inputting schedule information to each

computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently.

cause the apparatus of said station to

transmit each of said program units to the

field distribution system, 93, of said station.

For example, in the case of the computer, 73,

of the station of Fig. 6, said remote

distribution station informs said computer,

73, to select and record program units Q, D,

Y. and W; to transmit program unit Q at
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of

different times and

on different channels

based an

said at least one signal

for comparison.

23030 PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the Cable News Network; to transmit

program unit Y at 2:45:00 PM eastern

standard time, on January 29, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News
Network; to transmit program unit W at

2:45:00 PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the USA Cable Network; to transmit

program unit D at 9:1530 PM eastern

standard time, on January 30, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News
Network.

In inputting schedule information to

each computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently. For example, said

remote station instructs a particular Florida

computer, 73, at a cable system head end

station in Florida (which computer, 73, is not

the computer, 73, of the station of Fig. 6) to

select and record program units Q, J, and L;

to transmit program unit J at 23030 PM
eastern standard time, on January 29, 1988

on the cable channel of said station in Florida

that transmits the Cable News Network; and

to transmit units Q and L subsequently at

particular times on the cable channel of

said station that transmits the Spanish

International Network.

8. Claim 10

Claim Language Spec. Reference Specification Languase

The method of claim 3,

wherein

said at least one signal

for comparison and

said retransmission

control signals

comprise

at least one schedule,

Page 342 lines 10-11,

page 328 line 8-13,

page 342 line 24

Said remote station inputs schedule

information to each computer, 73.

By comparing selected meter-monitor

information of said message information

with information of the programming

schedule received earlier from input, 74,

and/or network, 98, computer, 73, can

determine, in a predetermined fashion, when

and on what channel or channels the station

of Fig. 6 should transmit the programming of

each received program unit

cause the apparatus of said station to
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said method further

comprising the step of

prograrnming

at least one of said

plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

to select

said at least one unit

of programming in

accordance with

said at least one

schedule.

through page 343 line

17;

page 342 lines 26*29.

Page 343 lines 18 to 26.

transmit each of said program units to the

lield distribution system, 93, of said station.

:or example, in the case of the computer, 73,

of the station of Fig. 6, said remote

distribution station informs said computer,

73, to select and record program units Q, D,

Y, and W; to transmit program unitQ at

230-30 PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the Cable News Network; to transmit

urogram unit Y at £45:00 PM eastern

standard time, on January 29, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Metwork; to transmit program unitW at

2:45:00 PM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the USA Cable Network; to transmit

program unit D at 9:15-30 PM eastern

standard time, on January 30, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network.
In inputting schedule information to

each computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently. For example, said

remote station instructs a particular Florida

computer, 73, at a cable system head end

station in Florida (which computer, 73, is not

the computer, 73, of the station of Fig. 6) to

select and record program units Q, J, and L;

to transmit program unit J at 230*30 PM
eastern standard time, on January 29, 1988

on the cable channel of said station in Florida

that transmits the Cable News Network; and

to transmit units Q and L subsequently at

particular times on the cable channel of said

station that transmits the Spanish

International Network.

For example, in the case of the computer, 73>

of the station of Fig. 6, said remote

distribution station informs said computer,

73, to select and record program units Q, D,

Y, and W....

Subsequently, at a particular time-more

precisely, at 350 AM. eastern standard time,

on January 28, 1988-said schedule

information and particular preprogrammed

receive- schedule-programming

instructions at each computer, 73, cause the

computers, 73, at said intermediate

transmission stations each, in a
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predetermined fashion, to commence

preparing its particular station to receive and

record information of the transmission of

transponder 23 of the Galaxy 1 satellite.

9. Claim 11

Claim Language

The method of claim 3,

wherein

a portion of said

plurality of

retransmission control

signals instruct

said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

to retransmit

programming
immediately/

Spec. Reference

Page 326 lines 30-31.

Page 328 lines 8-22,

Page 353 lines 4-16.

Specification Language

Such input information can include the

complete programming schedule of the

station of Fig. 6,

By comparing selected meter-monitor

information of said message information

with information of the programming

schedule received earlier from input, 74,

and/or network, 98, computer, 73, can

determine, in a predetermined fashion, when

and on what channel or channels the station

of Fig. 6 should transmit the programming of

each received program unit

Computer, 73, has means for

communicating control information with

matrix switch, 75, and video recorders, 76

and 78, and can cause selected programming

to be transmitted to field distribution system,

93, or recorded.

Determining that particular

incoming programming is scheduled for

immediate retransmission can cause

computer, 73, to cause matrix switch, 75, to

configure its switches so as to transfer said

incoming programming to a scheduled

output channel

Receiving said first-network-cue-to

-transmit-network message (#8) causes the

computer, 73, of the station of Fig. 6, to cause

the apparatus of said station, as described

above, to cease transmitting to field

distribution system, 93, the locally originated

transmission of unit Q; to recommence

transmitting said Cable News Network

transmission; and to prepare to play the

locally originated transmission of unit Y. (At

the station of said Florida computer, 73,

receiving said

first-network<ueto-transmit-network

message <**\ rauses said Florida computer.
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said method further

comprising the step of

selecting said at least

one unit of

programming to store

and
retransmit based on

said at least one signal

for comparison.

page 346 line 34

through page 347

lineS.

73, to cause the apparatus of said station to

cease transmitting the locally originated

transmission of unit J; to recommence

transmitting said Cable News Network

transmission;

Subsequently, receiving the select-Q-

message (#8) causes said computer, 73, to

determine that the "program unit

identification code" information of unit Q
matches preprogrammed schedule

information which causes said computer, 73,

to cause recorder, 76, to commence

recording, thereby causing said recorder, 76,

to record the programming of program unit

Q which follows said select-Q-message (#8).

10. Claim 12

Claim Language Spec. Reference Specification Language

The method of claim 3,

wherein said

automatic control unit

is programmed to

organize a portion of

said at least one unit

of programming

in a specific order,

said method further

comprising the step of

causing different

intermediate

transmission stations

of said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

to organize said

portion of said at least

one unit of

programming in

different orders.

Page 348 line 30

through page 349 line

22, and

Page 342 line 24 to

page 343 line 17.

Whenever any given computer, 73, of said

stations determines that no further units will

be received, said computer, 73, ...

commences automatically organizing, in the

fashions described above, the order of the

program units so selected and recorded and

playing said units according to its contained

schedule. ...in the fashion described above

(in the paragraph of the section,

-AUTOMATING INTERMEDIATE
TRANSMISSION STATIONS," that begins,

"Computer, 73, has capacity for

automatically organizing the locations of

units of prerecorded programming ~. to play

according to a given schedule").

For example, in the case of the computer, 73,

of the station of Fig. 6, said remote

distribution station informs said computer,

73, to select and record program units Q, D,

Y, and W; to transmit program unitQ at

230*30 FM eastern standard time, on January

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the Cable News Network; to transmit

program unit Y at 2:45:00 FM eastern

standard time, on January 29, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network; to transmit program unitW at

2:45:00 FM eastern standard time, on Janua
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page 348 line 30

through page 349 line

4.

29, 1988 on the cable channel transmitting

the USA Cable Network; to transmit

program unit D at 9:1530 PM eastern

standard time, on January 30, 1988 on the

cable channel transmitting the Cable News

Network.

In inputting schedule information to each

computer, 73, said remote distribution

station instructs different computers, 73, to

operate differently. For example, said

remote station instructs a particular Florida

computer, 73, at a cable system head end

station in Florida (which computer, 73, is not

the computer, 73, of the station of Fig. 6) to

select and record program units Q, J, and L;

to transmit program unit J at 23030 PM
eastern standard time, on January 29, 1988

on the cable channel of said station in Florida

that transmits the Cable News Network; and

to transmit units Q and L subsequently at

particular times on the cable channel of said

station that transmits the Spanish

International Network.

Whenever any given computer, 73, of said

stations determines that no further units will

be received, said computer, 73, causes

apparatus of its station to cease receiving the

transmission of said remote distribution

station, alters its operating records to show

that the receiver apparatus receiving said

transmission is available for other use; and

commences automatically organizing, in the

fashions described above, the order of the

program units so selected and recorded and

playing said units according to its contained

schedule.
,

-

11, Claim 13

Spec. Reference Specification Language

The method of claim 3,

wherein

said automatic control

unit is programmed to

insert

at least one of a data

and control

instruction

Page 375 lines 7-12, The program unit Q of example #10 is

identical to the program unit Q of example

#9, and each intermediate transmission

station must generate transmit its own,

station specific program instruction set and

data module set information that contains its

own, station specific formula- and-item-of-

this-transmission information.
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in said at least one

unit of programmingr page 355 lines 18-26,

Page 381 lines 3-10,

page 384 lines 30-34,

page 386 lines 7-11,

Page 59 lines 29-31.

Computer, 73, is preprogrammed to process

combined medium programming. When the

aforementioned remote distribution station

inputs information to computer, 73, via

network, 98, regarding unit Q, said

distribution station inputs information that

Q is particular combined medium

programming and instructs computer, 73, to

commence particular program instruction set

generation in a particular fashion at a

I particular time interval prior to the

scheduled playing of Q.

One difference between example #9 and

example #10, which is based on the

preprogrammed schedule information of
|

' each intermediate transmission station, is

that executing the information of the

generate-set-infonnation message (#10)

causes the generated program instruction set

|

and data module set information to be

recorded at nan-volatile, disk memory

whereas in example #10 the generated

information may be recorded merely at

RAM.

Receiving the information of the particular

' data* module-set message (#10) of the

computer, 73, of its station causes each

generator, 82, to embed said information in

the normal transmission location of the

j

programming ofQ transmission being

' transmitted via said generator, 82,....

Receiving the information of the particular

program- instruction-set message (#10) of

the computer, 73, of its station causes a

generator, 82, to embed said information in

the normal transmission location of the

programming ofQ transmission being

transmitted via said generator, 82,.

.

I

THE ORGANIZATION OF MESSAGE
STREAMS • MESSAGES, CADENCE
INFORMATION, AND END OF FILE

SIGNALS
All of the information transmitted with a

given header is called a "message.
1
' Each

header begins a message, and each message

begins with a header. More specifically, a

message consists of all the SPAM
infnrmaHnn. transmitted in a given
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said method further

comprising the step of

causing different

intermediate

transmission stations

of said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

to insert one of

page 24 lines 14-16;

page 383 lines 21-31,

page 384 line 30

through page 385 line

12;

transmission, from the first bit of one header

to die last bit transmitted before the first bit

of the next header.

A SPAM message is the modality whereby

the original transmission station that

originates said message controls specific

addressed apparatus at subscriber stations.

a set of instructions that is loaded and run is

called a "program instruction set"

Then said studio embeds in said

transmission and transmits a SPAM message

is addressed to ITS computers, 73, and that

contains execution and meter-monitor

segments. (Said message is called,

hereinafter, the "transmit-data- module-set

message (#10)".) Receiving said transmit-

data- module-set message (#10) causes each

of said computers, 73, to cause stripping and

embedding to commence; to generate a

particular first outbound SPAM message that

includes information of the data file,

DATA_OFJTS, at its data-set- to-transmit

RAM memory; and to cause said message to

be transmitted to its field distribution

system/ 93.

Receiving the information of the particular

data- module-set message (#10) of the

computer, 73, of its station causes each

generator, 82, to embed said information in

the normal transmission location of the

programming of Q transmission being

transmitted via said generator, 82, to the

field distribution system, 93, of said station,

thereby transmitting the particular data-

module-set message (#10) of said station to

said system, 93.

Then said program originating

studio embeds in the normal transmission

location of said transmission and transmits a

SPAM message that is addressed to ITS

computers, 73, and that contains execution

and meter-monitor segments. (Said message

is called, hereinafter, the "transmit-and-

execute-program-instruction-set message

(#10)".)
.

Receiving said message causes each

of said computers, 73, to generate a second

outbound SPAM message that includes

information of the program instruction set at

its program- set-to-transmit RAM memory
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(i) different data of

said at least one of a

data and control

instruction and

page 379 line 31

through page 380 line

6 and

page 380 lines 24-34;

(ii) a different control

instruction of said at

least one of a data and

control instruction

in said at least one

unit of programming*

page 379 lines 5-31

versus

In precisely the fashion that applied in

I example #9, executing the information of

said intermediate generation set causes said

computer, 73, to select data, from among the

local-formula-and-item information of said

station, including the aforementioned

i "Nabisco Zweiback Teething Toast" and the

street address of every one of said

I supermarket chain s markets in the local

vicinity of testation of Kg. 6, and to record

said selected data on said memory disk ina
1

data file named DATA.OFJTS In so doing,

I said computer, 73, generates said data

module set of Q.l.

Executing the information of said

intermediate generation set causes said

i computer, 73, also to select particular data,

including said "Cheerios Toasted Oat CereaT

and the street address of every one of said

I
supermarket chain's markets in the locality

I

of said second intermediate station and to

I record said selected data at said memory

unit in a data file named DATA.OFJTS that

corresponds in content to the file of the same

name generated a the intermediate station of

Fig. 6. [Hereinafter, the data module set

generated at said second station is called the

"data module set ofQ-2"

At die station of Fig. 6, for example,

executing the information of said

intermediate generation set causes the

i
computer, 73, in precisely the fashion that

1

applied in example #9, to compute the value

1

of a particular variable b to be 62^1875; to

computes the value of a particular variable c

to be 1117; and to replaces particular

I variable values, a, b, and c, in a particular so-

called Tugher language line of program

code" to become formula-and-item-of- this-

transmission information of:

Y « 1000.00 + 6121875 (2.117

to select, compute, and replace other variable

1

information until complete program

instruction set information exists in higher

language code at particular memory; to

compile said higher language information; to

link the information so complied with other

1 ^mpilpd information; and to record the
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page 380 lines 7-24,

note particularbf*, page

379 line 15 versus

page 380 line 14.

information so computed, compiled, and

linked (which is complete information the

program instruction set ofQ of the station of

Fig. 6) in a file named TROCRAM.EXE", in a

fashion well known in the art, on a computer

memory disk of computer, 73. In so doing,

said computer, 73, generates the specific

program instruction set version-that is, the

program instruction set of Q.l-that applies

to the particular discounts and specials in

effect at the particular markets in the vicinity

of said station and at the particular time of

the network transmission of Q.

At said second intermediate transmission

station, executing the information of said

intermediate generation set causes the

computer, 73, of said station to compute the

values of variables b and c as 132-2362 and

2.0882 respectively; to replace variable

values, a, b, and c, with formula-and-item-of-

this-transmission information of:

Y » 1000.00 + 1322362 + (2.0882 • X)

to process other variable information; and to

compile, link, and record information at a

particular peripheral memory unit of said

computer, 73, in a file named
"PROGRAM.EXE" that is the specific

program instruction set of said second

intermediate station. [Hereinafter, the

program instruction set generated at said

second station is called the "program

instruction set of Q2*\ signifying that said

set is a second version of complete program

instruction set information of said instance of

the network transmission of Q.]

Y = 1000.00 6221875 + (2.117 * X)

v = 1000.00 + 1322362 + (2.0882 * X)

12. Claim 14

Spec. Reference Specification Language

The method of claim 3,

further comprising the

step of

Page 352 lines 18-30, Causing the apparatus of the station

to commence transmitting the locally

originated transmission of unit Q to field

of Fig. 6
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documenting the

transmission of a

specific unit of said at

least one unit of

programming

at specific

intermediate

transmission stations

of said plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations.

page 353 line 2fr-

through page 354 line

3.

distribution system, 93, causes the signal

processor of the signal processor system, 71,

and the signal processor, 96, of station of Kg.

6 to retain signal record information of the

meter-monitor information ofSPAM
messages embedded in the prerecorded

programming of said unit Q, as described

above; causes said processors (in the fashion

described in example #3 above) each to

record previously retained signal record

information of the prior programming- Le.,

programming of said Cable News Network-

and may cause one or both of said processors

to transmit signal record information or one

or more remote auditing station*.

In this fashion, a remote distribution station

can deliver prerecorded programming to a

plurality of intermediate transmission

stations, control die automatic time-delayed

insertion of specific program units of

programming into other programming:

transmissions at specific intermediate

transmission stations according to the

specific schedule of each station, and cause

records to be recorded and transmitted to a

remote auditing station or stations that

document which specific program units were

transmitted at which specific station at what

times.

13. Claim 15

Claim Language Spec Reference Specification Language

The method of claim 3,

further comprising the

step of

transmitting at least

one data from said

plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations

to a remote data

collection station.

Page 340 lines 23-27. ...cause signal processing apparatus

automatically to transmit to a remote

auditing station or stations signal records

that document the transmission of specific

program units at the specific stations of said

plurality..*.

14. Claim 16
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The method of claim 3,

further comprising the

step of

transmitting said at

least one signal for

comparison and

age 430 lines 15-19.

Page 431 line 26 to

page 431 line 18.

|

The cable program controller & computer,

73, of each intermediate station is

preprogrammed with schedule information

that reflects the particular time at which and

the channel on which said station will

retransmit said "Wall Street Week" program.

Executing said
'

incorporate-and-retain-Select-WSW-

|

Program-Unit-SPAM-message instructions

causes said computer, 73, to generate

particular

please-fully-enable-WSW^on-CC13-

at-particular-830 information and a

particular Select-WSW- Program-Unit SPAM

message and to retain said message at

particular

Select-Program-Unit-Message-to-Transnut

memory. Automatically, said computer, 73,

generates said please-

Llly-enable-WSW-on-CC13-at-particular-83

0 information by replacing the information of

particular variables, XXXX and

\YYYYYYYYYYYYYY, in said generally

applicable please-fully-

er^le-WSW-on-XXXX-at-YYYYYYYYYYYY

YYY information with said CC13 and said

particular-830 information that are

preprogrammed at said computer, 73, and

that reflect that the schedule of the

intermediate station of said computer, 73.

Said Select-WSW-Program-Unit
message

consists of an "01" header; an execution

segment of information that is identical to

the aforementioned

available-television-program information; a

meter-monitor segment that consists of the

meter-monitor information of said

Prepare-To-Retransmit-WSW message plus

information that identifies said intermediate

station (the format information of said

meter-monitor information being modified

to reflect the addition of said information

that identifies said station); appropriate

padding bits; an information segment of

generally applicable

determine-whether-to-select instructions of

said Transmit- Select-WSW message that

contain said particular specific-WSW

information and said

Please-fuUy-enableWSW-on-Ca3-at-
information: and an end of
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said plurality of

retransmission control

signals

from a first of said

plurality of

intermediate

transmission stations.

Page 434 lines 27-33.

Page 351 lines 31-32

with

page 344 lines 30-32

and

page 13 lines 26-28.

In due course, executing said timing

instructions causes the computer, 73, of the

station of Kg. 6 to commence transmitting

the SPAM message at its particular

Select-Program-Unit-Message-to-Transmit

memory, which is its station specific

Select-WSW-Program-Unit SPAM message,

embedded in the normal transmission

location of cable channel 13.

...commence transmitting the locally

originated transmission of unitQ

Embedded in each of said program units are

SPAMmessages containing appropriate

"program unit identification code"

information and distance information.

Embedded signals provide several

advantages. They cannot become separated

inadvertently from the programming and,

\ inhibit automatic i

15. Conclusion

Applicants respectfully submit that the pending claims of the subject

application particularly point out and claim the subject matter sufficiently for

one of ordinary skill in the art to comprehend the bounds of the claimed

invention. The test for definiteness of a claim is whether one skilled in the art

would understand the bounds of the patent claim when read in light of the

specification, and if the claims so read reasonably apprise those skilled in the art

of the scope of the invention, no more is required. Credle v. Bond, 25 F.3d 1556, 30

USPQ2d 1911 (Fed. Or. 1994). The legal standard for definiteness is whether a

claim reasonably apprises those of skill in the art of its scope. In re Warmerdam,

33 F.3d 1354, 31 USFQ2d 1754 (Fed. Or. 1994). Applicants have amended the

claims to enhance clarity and respectfully submit that all pending claims are fully

enabled by the specification and distinctly indicate the metes and bounds of the

claimed subject matter.
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D. Support for Previous Amendment of "signal words"

to "signal units"

During the interview of July 15*, 1999, the Examiners requested

Applicants to demonstrate that no new matter was introduced into the

specification in the amendment entered on October 21, 1998 which changed the

following language in the specification on page 37 lines 22-25:

"Controller, 39, 44, or 47, is preprogrammed to receive [units]

worl of signal information, to assemble said [units] woi& into

^[word^ that subscriber station apparatus can receive

^process, and to transfer said [words] unite to said apparatus.

Applicants submit that this amendment was merely made to correct a

typographical mistake on their part Additionally, specification support to verify

the necessity of the amendment is found in the following language from page 14

lines 22-35.

^1^7Lk7L~-"- to recHW m* complete

instruc

(The term "signal unit" hereinafter means one complete signal

SucSn oHnformation message unit.... The term^"ord
hereinafter means one full discrete appearance of a signal as

embedded at one time in one location on a transmission....)

Emphasis added.

From the above language, a "signal unit" is
"m complete signal

.

aUu^ TT
u.<Tm* ~~unit." Wordsofsignalinformationare

received and assembled into signal units, or completed instructions, for the

subscriber station apparatus to receive, process and transfer. Thus, it should be

clear from this passage that no new matter was introduced with the amendment

and Applicants urge the PTO to maintain and/or enter the previous amendment

as appropriate under 37CF.R. §1.118 (a).
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in. CONCLUSION

In accordance with the foregoing it is respectfully submitted that all

outstanding objections and rejections have been overcome and/or rendered

moot Further, all pending claims are patentably distinguishable over the prior

art of record, taken in any proper combination. Thus, there being no further

outstanding objections or rejections, the application is submitted as being in a

condition for issuance, which action is earnestly solicited.

If the Examiner has any remaining informalities to be addressed, it is

believed that prosecution can be expedited by the Examiner contacting the

undersigned attorney for a telephone interview to discuss resolution of such

informalities.

RespectfuUy submitted,

, A -qoo Thomas J. Scott, Jr.

Date: QftPrer 4, Xfa . N 27336
HOWREY * SIMON ^Applicants
1299 Pennsylvarua Avenue, N.W. ^ 955-1685
Washington, D.C. 20004
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